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ABSTRACT

AN ANALYSIS OF METHODS FOR IDENTIFYING
LOCAL IMPORT SUBSTITUTION OPPORTUNITIES TO
FOSTER SUSTAINABLE REGIONAL ECONOMIES
MAY 2008
DAVID ELVIN, B.A., MACALESTER COLLEGE
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM AND MASS COMMUNICATION
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Henry Renski
Import substitution presents many economic development opportunities that can
help regions achieve greater economic sustainability and self-reliance. Yet import
substitution is largely neglected in economic development theory, practice and literature.
There are few methods and resources available to planners trying to identify import
substitution opportunities. However, impending economic challenges, such as energy
market instability, climate change and carbon emissions regulation, mean that planners
will be called upon with greater frequency and urgency to help regional economies adapt.
This study offers and evaluates two methods for identifying import substitution
opportunities within a regional economy. The first method is rooted in economic base
theory, the dominant approach to regional economic development since the 1930s. The
second method is derived from industrial cluster analysis, a much-used economic
planning approach since the 1990s. Analysis of these two methods and their application
to the Springfield, Massachusetts Metropolitan Statistical Area suggest that: 1) both
methods show promise as screening tools to help planners focus economic development
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resources on subsequent industry research efforts, such as surveys, which are essential to
the development of effective policy initiatives; 2) the industrial cluster analysis method is
capable of identifying a wider range of candidate industries; 3) the economic base theory
method may be more effective in smaller regions; and 4) the economic base theory
method is useful for estimating leakage.
The study also demonstrates that import substitution integrates aspects of
economic base theory, particularly the capability to identify leakage and opportunities to
increase industry multipliers, with the facets of industrial cluster analysis that emphasize
local inter-industry linkages and value chain networks.
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CHAPTER 1
RESEARCH CONTEXT: TRENDS, RESPONSES AND QUESTIONS
Buy Local. This entreaty appears on a growing number of bumper stickers,
websites and book jackets. It reflects increasing public awareness of the role that local
business activity plays in the overall economic vitality of a region. Buy Local campaigns,
which date to the 1920s, are based on the idea that retaining a greater share of the total
dollars spent by the people and businesses within a region makes for a stronger economy
(Persky et al. 1993). This is because money re-circulates through the payrolls, business
expenditures and household purchases of the region—and thereby reduces the ‘leakage’
of jobs and wealth that keep companies profitable and residents employed. This is the
endogenous aspect and value of the economic multiplier, the concept inherent to regional
economic models that spending within a region prompts subsequent rounds of local
spending. The greater the proportion of purchasing dollars that go to imports, the smaller
the multiplier (Hoover and Giarrantani 1999, Ward and Lewis 2003, Stimson et al. 2006,
Shuman 2006).
Buy Local is part of a broader category of economic development approaches to
invigorating regional economies known as import substitution—the replacement of goods
and services imported from outside the region with those produced within it. Most
economic development theories and practices assume that regional economies grow by
either: 1) increasing exports, or 2) increasing local production and sales of goods and
services. As Persky and Carlson (1993) note: “A dollar of import substitution in an
industry has just as large an effect on total output as an additional dollar of exports.”
Historically, however, most economic development has focused primarily the
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export side of this equation. Yet rising volatility in energy markets, as well as significant
new costs and impacts associated with global climate change, are beginning to alter a
fundamental assumption of this traditional focus on exogenous development: that
economies of scale and cheap prices are primary determinants, rather than proximity to
markets, of whether a region imports or produces its own goods and services. Indeed, many
imports will no longer be cheap or convenient to purchase. Locally produced alternatives
will likely become price competitive and, in some cases the only, alternatives (Kunstler
2005, McKibben 2006). Rather than ‘smokestack chasing,’ import substitution is a
“growing one’s own” approach (Persky et al. 1993) that may be better suited to our future.
This thesis is concerned with the models and methods available to regional
planners for identifying the potential benefits that import substitution may offer to their
economies. The goals of this thesis are to: 1) advance theoretical understanding of the
role that local import substitution can play in regional economies, and 2) improve
understanding of how of two predominant economic models—economic base and
industry cluster analysis—can be helpful in identifying import substitution opportunities
and benefits. This second goal will be explored through the creation and application of
two import substitution identification methods to the Springfield, Massachusetts
Metropolitan Statistical Area.

1.1

Historical Trends
Interest and application of import substitution policy in the U.S. has evolved

during three general periods: the international initiatives during the 1950s and 1960s; as a
general domestic response to oil shocks and other instabilities of the 1970s; and as a
response to increasing globalization since 1994. This section discusses these periods.
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1.1.1

Major Periods

The revival of import substitution in popular literature and grassroots movements
from the 1990s to the present day is the third time during the past century that the issue
has received significant attention. Import substitution has generally garnered popular
interest, and to a lesser degree scholarly and practical attention, during periods when
impediments have arisen to the free flow of inter-regional exports. One such period began
during the Great Depression and continued through the post World War II era. A second
occurred during the 1970s as U.S. oil production peaked, OPEC raised oil prices, the cost
of all energy climbed, U.S. manufacturers began to relocate and the pace of globalization
increased—all of which began to alter fundamental trade assumptions. The third and
current period began in the 1990s as a new wave of globalization spurred by the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and other international economic
liberalization measures saw accelerated business relocation and worker displacement.
This period also includes information and technology transformations of workforce and
location strategy characteristic of the so-called New Economy, as well as new
uncertainties related to the impact of energy price spikes and global climate change.
Castells and Hall (1994) observed that while competitiveness is at the heart of
contemporary analysis of international economics, little research had taken place (prior to
the third period) on how competitiveness played out at the regional level—despite the
fact that cities and regions were then, as they continue to be, critical drivers of economic
development. Porter’s popularization of industry cluster analysis with the publication of
The Competitive Advantage of Nations in 1990 helped generate new understanding of the
role that regional economies play, especially with the intensification of globalization
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since the enactment of NAFTA in 1994. Friedman (2005) offered perhaps the most
widely read and discussed précis of the global socioeconomic transformations of the prior
decade: the “flattening” of the global economy by ten dynamic technological and political
forces. Significantly, none of these forces have anything to do with endogenous import
substitution; they are all exogenously oriented, significant to Freidman because of their
influence in boosting exports.
1.1.2

The 1970s

From the post-World War II era through the mid 1970s, economic thought and
policy revolved largely around Keynesian ideas of government management to balance
export demand and the interests of suppliers. But the elimination of the gold standard in
1973 and the ensuing emergence of a global capital and finance industry ushered in a
monetarist hegemony in both economic development. Known as globalization, this
approach combined advances in technology and access to new labor markets to foster a
strong focus on regional competitiveness and the increase of exports as a central principle
(Stimson et al. 2006).
Globalization altered some fundamental assumptions in the modeling of regional
economic activity. During the 1960s and 70s, the agglomeration-based manufacturingbased Fordist economies of the Europe and older North American regions restructured
themselves as new technologies and flexible production methods allowed manufacturers
to relocate facilities to cheaper labor markets outside the regions where they were
originally established—often to other countries. As a result, economic patterns and
institutions throughout the continent were transformed dramatically (Stimson et al. 2006).
This new economic landscape has given rise to the popular ideas that ‘markets have no
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borders’ and firms must ‘compete or die’ have strongly influenced business and public
policy decision makers worldwide. For many economic planners and political leaders
since the 1990s, there is no alternative model to global competition (Schuman 2006).
1.1.3 Recent Trends
Since the 1990s, several planning-related trends have emerged with ties to the
import substitution issue. This section discusses the following topics and their
relationship to import substitution: sustainability, New Regionalism, the depletion of
fossil fuels, climate change, demographic changes and growth management strategies.
1.1.3(a) Sustainability
The contemporary renewal of interest in import substitution interest comes at a
time when the planning profession is embracing the general concept of sustainable
development. In general, sustainable development is a response to the concern that
society is consuming capital and economic resources faster than they are being
replenished. One of the most frequently cited general definitions of sustainability is that
of the Bruntland Commission Report, Our Common Future:
“…development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs… not a fixed state of
harmony, but rather a process of change in which the exploitation of resources, the
direction of investments, the orientation of technological development and
institution al change are made consistent with the future as well as present needs.”

Sustainable economic development, while difficult to define (Weinberg 2000),
has become of great interest to planners for reasons summarized by Imbroscio (1997) in
his vision of entrepreneurial mercantilism: increased internal regional import replacement
through greater industrial diversity as described by Jane Jacobs, increased local self-
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reliance through greater exploitation of indigenous resources and decentralized business
(mimicking ecological systems), an increased consideration of the perspective in
economic planning of the city or region as an entity unto itself (recalling the medieval
walled cities of Europe) and a general policy desire to maximize the local benefit of
economic activity.
One often-used summary of economic sustainability is the ‘Three Es’: an
ecological approach that weighs the resilience of physical and biotic systems in economic
decisions; an economic approach based on the premise that the use of scarce resources
can be optimized; and an equity-based socio-cultural approach that focuses on the
potential of changes in development patters to improve a broad range of public health and
quality of life goals (Stimson et al. 2006).
Import substitution represents a promising approach to achieving more of the
Three Es. Locally produced goods and services may involve less energy for
transportation, thereby reducing consumption and carbon emissions. They may be less
sensitive to market fluctuations caused by the increasingly severe droughts, floods and
storms anticipated in various regions as weather changes and seas rise. Implicit in the
sustainable economic development approach is the acknowledgment that not all types of
economic growth enhance a region’s sustainability (Gross 2004). But it is not the steady
state economy contemplated by Herman Daly (1974) in which there is no population or
economic growth. A sustainable economy is one that balances growth and its impacts so
that resources are not depleted.
Jepson’s survey of 104 U.S. municipalities (2004) revealed that in the context of
sustainable development, import substitution is the strategy on which the largest
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proportion of municipalities (nearly 94%) have taken the least action. Rather, land
development and land use planning measures are the principal focus of municipal
sustainability efforts.
1.1.3(b) Globalization and the Retail Industry
Since the 1990s, the retail sector has restructured itself dramatically in a manner
that has greatly reduced business-to-business purchases and cut wages for retail
employees—both key drivers of endogenous economic activity. The big box store
business model of the 1990s has brought a hyperglobal dimension to retailing, as the vast
majority of the goods in most big box stores are produced outside the United States. It is
therefore worth considering the consequences of such changes, particularly those
resulting from the actions of Wal-Mart, the world’s largest retailer.
In fact, Wal-Mart has been the world’s largest company in five of the six years
since 2001, when it surpassed Exxon-Mobile; Wal-Mart’s annual revenue in 2007 was
$351 billion (Fortune 2007). Zook and Graham (2006) observe that Wal-Mart now
operates with the scale and influence of a nation when viewed in terms of its influence on
regional economic factors such as wages and income. If Wal-Mart were a nation, its gross
domestic product in 2003 would have ranked as the twentieth highest in the world, just
behind Austria (Hugill 2006).
The big box retail domination led by Wal-Mart is a new phenomena since the
1990s. Large chain stores today command a far larger share of the retail sector than the
chain stores of the early 1900s, such as F.W. Woolworth, A&P Supermarkets and others,
ever did. During the 1920s, consumer groups and elected officials called for antitrust
hearings and legislation to discourage or break up chain stores, which grew to dominate
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10% of the total retail sector in 1958 (Lebhar 1963). Fast forward to 2002, when big box
stores (retail establishments with more than 200 employees) commanded 59% of all U.S.
retail sales. In fact, in small and medium-sized metro areas, big box chain store account
for up to 90% of sales or employment in many retail NAICS three- and four-digit
categories, such as general merchandise, electronics, pharmacies and grocery (Retail
Forward 2006).
The domination of this new retail approach is relevant for regional economies
with respect to the issue of import substitution. A 2005 input-output study of the retail
sector of Cape Cod, Massachusetts by FXM Associates found: “Chain retailers purchase
fewer of their operating supplies and services from the local economy than do local
establishments. This means that indirect effects–including the business sales, jobs, and
income generated within other sectors of the regional economy to support retail store
operations – will be less for chain stores than for locally-based establishments.” In the
case of Cape Cod, FXM concluded that the loss of direct, indirect, and induced jobs,
lower wages and decreased purchases from local suppliers will cause a loss of about
$603 million in the coming decade.
Several recent small-scale studies illustrate how spending at locally owned
establishments tends to reduce leakage. An input-output study of the purchases and
payroll of 14 stores in the Andersonville neighborhood of Chicago found that $68 of
every $100 spent at a locally owned store stayed in the local economy, compared to $43
of every $100 spent a national chain store (Cunningham and Houston 2005). Similarly, a
2003 input-output study of eight stores in three midcoast Maine towns concluded that $45
of every $100 spent at a locally owned store recirculated in the regional economy, versus
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$14 of every $100 spent at a national chain store (Institute for Local Self Reliance 2003).
Rural areas of regions are disproportionately and adversely affected by this
phenomena. Stone (1997) has demonstrated that small towns (population 5,000 or less)
lose up to 12% of their total retail trade, from drug stores to restaurants, within 10 years
of a Wal-Mart coming to town. The new supercenter retail format, which devotes
approximately 40% of floor space to grocery sales, has an even more pronounced effect,
reducing sales by 17% in supercenter host counties and putting, on average, two existing
grocery stores out of business within five years of opening (Stone 2003).
This kind of leakage is likely taking place in similar regions throughout the U.S.
economy. Today, there are approximately 1.1 million retail establishments in the U.S.
with total estimated sales of more than $3 trillion. Yet even though the U.S. population
has nearly doubled in the last 50 years, from 168 million in 1958 to 300 million in 2007,
and gross domestic product has increased five-fold during the same period from $2.3
trillion to $11.5 trillion, the number of retail establishments in the U.S. actually dropped
39%, from 1.8 million, during the same period (U.S. Economic Census 2002, Lebhar
1963).
1.1.3(c) Fossil Fuel Depletion
The world’s crude oil supply is expected to reach peak production within the
coming decade, resulting in “protracted economic hardship” in the U.S., as well as the
wider world (Hirsch 2005). Kunstler (2005) writes that life on the downside of the oil
production curve will be a “long emergency” exacerbated by the accelerated depletion of
natural gas and coal reserves. He says passing this milestone “will change everything
about how we live” as the world enters a “permanent energy crisis.” The economic
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viability of many regions today depends on the success of relatively low-density
residential and commercial development in suburban areas—which are accessible almost
exclusively by automobile. Personal mobility will be dramatically curtailed and people
will refuse to commute long distances to work. Industrial food production and
distribution, which now requires approximately one-fifth of petroleum in the U.S., will be
forced to resort to more locally based and human-labor intensive methods in
decentralized facilities to minimize fuel consumption (Pollan 2006). Large scale
enterprises, from government to commercial retailers will be forced to adopt new
strategies for delivering their goods and services.
Meadows et al. (2004) present a dynamic systems analysis of world energy
supplies, arguing that because of failures to develop alternative sources to petroleum
energy in response to the exponential growth of human population and economic activity,
nearly all the globe’s environmental and socioeconomic systems will “overshoot” an
equilibrium state as fossil fuels are depleted. This will result in temporarily, or
permanently, unmanageable consequences. Significant for local economic development
are the author’s estimates that under any future scenario, every measure of quality of life
will be diminished, from food shortages, to housing shortages, to public health failures.
The agriculture and food sectors of the economy will be hard hit; droughts, erosion, loss
of soil fertility and high petroleum costs will require a dramatic shift in investment to
food production by 2030.
The impacts of rising energy costs will be complex and widespread—and likely
complicated by weak national economic growth and recession. Miernyk (1977) suggests
that state governments will likely be among the first regional institutions to be affected,
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as they do not have the option of deficit funding, as the federal government does. The
approximately 20 net energy producing states (West Virginia and Wyoming leaders
among these) will see regional cushioning of energy costs. But the vast majority of U.S.
residents and businesses are located in states that a net energy consumers. Heavily energy
dependent industries will be motivated to relocate to regions where energy costs may be
less—unless the cost of fossil fuel energy rises to the point where alternative and
renewable energy becomes more feasible and more cost effective than relocation.
From a policy perspective, government intervention will be necessary to avoid
market chaos. While the lessons of the U.S. peak oil crisis of the 1970s will be
instructive, the economic situation will be unlike any experienced before (Hirsch 2005).
1.1.3(d) Climate Change
The potential economic consequences of global climate change have been
discussed by numerous academic researchers and popular authors. Carbon dioxide
emissions from transportation and industry are acknowledged as a primary reason for the
current and predicted increase in average global temperatures, a phenomena that will
have wide ranging socioeconomic consequences. The reduction of carbon emissions is
critical to slowing the pace of global temperature increase; recent scientific studies
suggest that it is now necessary for all countries to reduce carbon emissions to zero by
2050 to prevent global warming from reaching levels that will change precipitation
patterns and dry up sources of water worldwide (Eilperin 2008). This is a remarkable
change in climate warnings from scientists, who as recently as 2006 were estimating that
worldwide carbon emissions would have to be cut 50% to 80% from their 1990 levels by
2050 to mitigate the global temperature increase from carbon build up in the atmosphere
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(Ewing 2005, Kolbert 2006, McKibben 2006).
Achieving either of these carbon emission reduction goals will require radical
technological changes in the transportation and power sectors, as well as changes in land
use to reduce vehicle miles traveled—all of which are critical to current regional
economic activity. People will have to live closer to their jobs and produce more energy
closer to home if carbon reduction goals are to be achieved (Cervero 2000, Cervero and
Duncan 2005, Kunstler 2005).
The economic consequences of climate change have been estimated since 1988 by
the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, generally regarded as a
leading authority on the matter. The panel’s 2007 report provides the most recent update
for North America:
•

Increased competition for water resources.

•

Increased aggregate yields of rain-fed agriculture by 5% to 20%, but with
important variability among regions, with major challenges associated with water
availability.

•

Increased number, intensity and duration of heat waves, with potential for adverse
health impacts, including disease, especially in urban areas.

•

Increased environmental stress on coastal communities and habitats from
development and pollution.

In Massachusetts, for example, global warming is expected to transform the
state’s current climate to one with average temperatures similar to those of present-day
Virginia or South Carolina. Many seasonal New England activities will be adversely
affected: outdoor winter recreation will be curtailed; fall leaf peepers will have fewer
vibrant landscapes to enjoy; maple syrup production will fall as higher temperatures
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inhibit tree sap flow. Beach-related recreation, tourism and development will be
particularly hard hit. Massachusetts is expected to lose 130 miles of coastline due to
rising sea levels and erosion. Another economic concern is Massachusetts’ $416 million
agricultural industry. While the growing season may be extended (as the U.S. Department
of Agriculture Plant Hardiness rating climbs from Zone 5 to Zone 7), farmers would face
heat- and drought-related damage, especially to high value fruit and vegetable crops.
Dairy farmers will need to protect their livestock from heat, which will reduce milk
production by 12% during the summer (Union of Concerned Scientists 2007). Without an
effort to replace these losses with locally produced alternatives, the region faces greater
import costs.
Blakely (2008) urges that planning professionals and scholars treat the oncoming
climate change as a natural disaster, as there will be significant disruptions of
socioeconomic systems, trade patterns, land use and other fields. One of the most
effective strategies for mitigating these consequences will be the strengthening of local
institutions, especially those involved in economic development. An integrated approach
to the socioeconomic consequences of climate change is essential for achieving what
Geis calls ‘disaster-resistant communities’ (Geis quoted in Blakley 2008).
1.1.3(e) Demographic Changes
Two aspects of demographic change are relevant to import substitution: the
slowing of population growth, and the aging of the existing population. Much of U.S.
economic development theory and practice assumes a continuing increase in population,
which, as Meadows et. al. (2004) say, is not constant, but exponential, and therefore
ultimately unsustainable. At some point, the population growth rate of the world will
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reach a tipping point flatten—or fall back dramatically.
This may already be occurring in Massachusetts. In recent years, economic
growth throughout Massachusetts has been limited by the net outmigration of residents.
From 2000 to 2006, some 286,000 more people (4.6% of the state’s total 6.3 million
residents) moved out of Massachusetts to other states than moved in, resulting in the third
highest rate of domestic outmigration in the U.S. (surpassed only by New York state and
post-Hurricane Katrina Louisiana). In 2003 and 2004, Massachusetts experienced a net
loss in population, and it was only the influx of international immigrants in the other
years between 2000 and 2006 that kept state population growing, albeit very slowly.
A large portion of those who leave Massachusetts are seeking jobs are in export-oriented
high tech industries; but an increasing number are people in service sectors (traditionally
endogenously oriented industries) who cannot afford the cost of living. Even if the state
were to create 100,000 new jobs by 2010 (a goal of the Patrick Administration), there
would only be as many jobs as there were in 2000 (MassInc. 2007).
The demographic situation of the study area is illustrative of a workforce shortage
that will likely face many regions in the Northeast in the coming decade: According to
the U.S. Census Bureau most recent population estimates Hampden, Hampshire and
Franklin counties had a slight loss of total population from July 2006 to July 2007, an
estimated 576 people out of about 683,000. Hampden County, in which the region’s most
populous municipalities are located, lost 637 of its 458,000 residents; Franklin County,
the region’s most rural and least populous county, lost 104 of its 71,600 residents; only
Hampshire County gained population, adding 153 residents to its 153,000 population.
The aging Baby Boom generation is also creating significant new demand for
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social services, such as health care and senior care, which are endogenous. Increased
retiree migration, with new homes selected on the basis of the quality of climate,
amenities and services, rather then employment, is also putting increased pressure on
communities to generate new income to provide the infrastructure to meet this demand.
Attracting retirement-age residents is a practiced economic development strategy in many
North American communities, as their lack of school-age children are perceived to place
less financial strain on local public schools. Depending on the community, each new
retiree supports from 0.3 to 0.6 new jobs (Serow 2003). Yet these newcomers may need
anywhere from $14,400 to $30,000 per year in additional public expenditures. Further,
retirees are likely to vote against tax increases and take other political actions to derail
efforts to provide these very services (Serow 2003, Bennett 1996).
1.1.3(f) Growth Management and New Regionalism
Import substitution also figures in contemporary discussions of growth
management and New Regionalism. (“Growth management” in this context refers to
policies and strategies to minimize sprawl and improve land use efficiency; it is not a
reference to economic growth.) Douglas Porter (1997) cites several examples of
municipal economic redevelopment strategies for better concentrating land use, several of
which center on retaining and expanding existing businesses. Measures range from the
revitalization of under used downtown properties, to establishing targeted business
improvement districts, to making improvements in research and industrial facilities.
Policy oriented measures include improving access to capital, providing tax abatements,
improving workforce training opportunities and improving the physical conditions of
neighborhoods, often using federal Community Block Grant Development funds.
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Municipalities also create nonprofit community redevelopment corporations to aid
existing firms. These efforts are not explicitly conceived as import substitution in nature,
but the goal is comparable.
Burchell and Mukherji (2003) observe that conventional residential and
commercial development to accommodate the current rate of population growth will
require more resources than exist within, or can be imported into, existing regions. From
a governance perspective, new incentives and a superregional approach to decisionmaking to redirect growth in a manner that is less resource intensive are inevitable. The
scarcity of land, raw materials and public funds will require increased residential and
commercial development densities to increase the efficiency of land use and public
infrastructure serving it. Resource shortages will force more compact spatial growth
patterns.
While import substitution is not directly addressed in literature about New
Regionalism, it is strongly implied because of the strong emphasis that this approach
places on the interconnectedness of regional economic and social systems. Wheeler
(2002) cites a key feature of the regional theory that emerged during the 1990s as giving
greater emphasis to the interconnectedness of social and economic systems. The new
strain of regional thought embraces spatial considerations in its concern for how social
and economic activities are synthesized in a way that focuses on a metropolitan region.
Examples include the concepts advanced by Calthorpe and Fulton in The Regional City,
the ideas of regional interconnectedness set out by the California Center for Regional
Leadership, the modest success of Myron Orfield in establishing regional funding
mechanisms in the Minneapolis/St. Paul region of Minnesota, the establishment in the
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United Kingdom of Regional Development Agencies by the Blair government during the
mid 1990s. Similarly, Castells and Hall (1994) cite the power of regions to respond more
rapidly to economic changes and opportunities, especially in their ability to “foster the
growth of small and medium endogenous firms and create conditions that attract new
sources of wealth, power and prestige.” These authors suggest that regional competition
should actually be first about improving a region’s efficiency and making it a better place
to live, and second about increasing exports.
Levine (2001) says economic growth and competitiveness are central features of
new regionalism. In addition to a greater role for state-level agencies, new regionalism
gives priority to economic growth and competitiveness rather than public sector
efficiency alone, which helps to strengthen the notion that regional planning and not just
regional governance may have a real effect on metropolitan prosperity. Whereas previous
incarnations of regionalism arose from transportation, environmental and cultural studies,
the new regionalism “emphasizes that the roots of the new regionalism lie primarily
within the private sector or in public-private partnership efforts.”

1.2

A Popular Movement Responds
Many authors and grassroots organizations today are responding to the trends

cited above by revisiting import substitution. The current movement draws on the rich
and prescient writings of the 1970s by Jane Jacobs, E. F. Schumacher, Herman Daly and
others. Leading contemporary thinkers and practitioners on the subject include Michael
Schuman, Bill McKibben, Vandana Shiva, James Howard Kunslter, Civic Economics,
Stacy Mitchell, the Institute for Local Self-Reliance, the New Economics Foundation, the
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Business Alliance for Local Living Economies (BALLE) and others. Popular films such
as An Inconvenient Truth and The End of Suburbia have helped broaden public
understanding of the interrelationships among environmental and economic interests.
An initial focus of the movement is on agricultural and food systems, with the
growing popularity of community sustaining agriculture (CSA) shareholder farms and
public awareness efforts, such as the 100-Mile Diet. The widespread popularity of
The Omnivore’s Dilemma by Michael Pollan (2006) brought issues of large scale food
production and distribution systems to national attention, particularly because of the large
quantities of petroleum necessary for the transportation, pesticides and fertilizers needed
to produce food in the U.S.—approximately one-fifth of U.S. consumption, an amount
roughly equal to that consumed by personal automobiles.
One other aspect of the popular import substitution movement are regionally
based currencies, tender printed by nonprofit or volunteer organizations that is accepted
by local businesses. The leading reasons behind the initiation of local currencies are a
locally perceived need to respond to deteriorating business conditions and a desire to
reduce dependence on imports (Grover 2006). Worldwide, there are an estimated 2,500
such local currency systems in use today, including the BerkShares system introduced in
Berkshire County, Massachusetts, in 2006, which operates with the assistance of the
regional chamber of commerce and five area banks (BerkShares 2008). The equivalent of
more than $1.3 million of BerkShare currency is now in circulation. Grover found that
the Ithaca Hours local currency program founded in 1991 in Ithaca, New York has likely
helped foster additional (though admittedly miniscule) intraregional economic activity
and maintain local job skills that might have otherwise been lost to other regions.
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1.3

Professional Associations and Import Substitution
Import substitution has never been a leading concern of the leading profession

associations in planning and economic development. Professional approaches and
literature have tended to reflect the dominant exogenous approach of increasing exports
as the principle strategy for economic development.
The American Planning Association has devoted scant attention to import
substitution. Since 1988, just one article in the Journal of the American Planning
Association has dealt explicitly with the subject in a regional planning context:
Felsenstein and Perksy (2007) “Evaluating Local Job Creation: A ‘Job Chains’
Perspective”. Further, the association’s professional practice manual devoted to economic
development, An Economic Development Toolbox: Strategies and Methods (2006),
mentions import substitution in just one paragraph.
The leading journal of economic development, Economic Development Quarterly,
has featured just five articles in the last two decades dealing substantively with import
substitution (two by one of the authors above, Joseph Persky).
The International Economic Development Council addresses related issues of
local business attraction and retention, primarily from an industrial cluster analysis
perspective. The organization’s publications reflect a strong focus on attracting and
retaining businesses. However, IEDC’s primary emphasis, like the APA’s, is on
increasing exports. IEDC’s quarterly online publication features issue themes such as
“Growing and Keeping Your Region’s Businesses.” The majority of articles feature
strategies for helping local businesses access global markets through technology and
workforce development to attract new industry. One article entitled “We have the site but
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we need the workforce!” epitomizes the smoke-stack chasing mindset that is still
prevalent in professional practice today (IEDC 2007).

1.4

Research Questions
A key motivating concern of this thesis involves the degree to which the

acceleration of export-dominated economic development theory and practice has and
continues to affect regional economic planning and analysis. Central to this concern is the
multiplier effect, a lynchpin of economic base theory and impact assessment techniques.
A second contributor to this concern is organized around questions of economic
leakage; that is, the money that ‘leaks’ from the regional economy through the purchases
of exports. While some amount of leakage is essential, recent writers on the topic of
import substitution suggest that accelerated global trade may be causing regional
economies to leak too much, thereby reducing regional wealth, employment and
household income.
Also, much of the recent popular literature invokes arguments in favor of long
term regional economic sustainability, as well as corporate consolidation, conservation
and related topics. For example, the Institute for Local Self Reliance uses what appears to
be a market analysis methodology in a study of retail spending in a two-county area of
midcoast Maine (2003) to find that locally owned retail stores turned around and spent at
least 45% of their sales revenues locally (including wages), versus 14% for big box
stores. Similarly, a 2002 study of local bookstores in Austin Texas used input-output
industry coefficients to estimate that for every $100 in consumer spending with a locally
owned store, $45 remained in the Chicago regional economy, whereas for every $100
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spent a national chain bookstore store, only $13 remained (Houston 2002). However, this
study was performed only on bookstores, so its applicability is quite limited.
In nearly all popular literature and the limited academic studies that have been
published, writers have predetermined which industry they will examine to get at the
issue of the economic multiplier. But are these the right industries for making the
strongest cases for import substitution? We do not know. Therefore, it is apparent that a
broader screening or filtering approach is needed to identify which industries would be
the best candidates. This thesis, then, may be able to advance the study of import
substitution by looking at all industries present in a region and applying screening criteria
to identify which ones are the best candidates on which to focus import substitution
policies and resources to improve regional economic stability and self-reliance.

1.5

Thesis Goals and Objectives
Despite the renewed interest in import substitution since the 1990s, scholarly

investigation of import substitution in the U.S. has generally been limited to the food
(Swenson 2006) and retail/grocery sectors of the economy (Stone 1997 and 2003).
Economic modeling has consisted almost exclusively of input-output analysis; there has
been no application of industry cluster analysis to the import substitution question.
This thesis will attempt to advance the understanding established by popular
writers on import substitution by examining the issue using two widely used regional
economic models: economic base theory (EBT) and industry cluster analysis.
The overall goal of this thesis is to help planning professionals answer the
question: What are the most useful ways to assess local import substitution opportunities
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within a region? This goal will be pursued by:
•

Identification of relevant gaps in import substitution topics in the literature

•

Creation and application of screening methods derived from economic base
theory and industrial cluster analysis to identify industries that may be candidates
for import substitution in the Springfield, Massachusetts MSA.

•

Presentation and discussion of findings with respect to common themes, strengths
and limitations of the methods applied.

•

1.6

Recommendations for study refinements and future investigation.

Summary
There are two general strategies for improving regional economic growth and

development: 1) boosting exports, and 2) substituting imports with more locally produced
goods and services. While both are equally effective in raising industry multipliers,
import substitution has received considerably less academic attention and policy
emphasis than export strategies. A review of historic and recent trends shows that
applications of import substitution initiatives to address international economic
development, domestic economic instability and regional economic challenges have not
been successful.
Going forward, regional economies are certain to face new and unprecedented
challenges to sustainability and self-reliance, particularly in the energy, food and
agriculture production, and retail industries. But without a screening or filtering
technique to understand which industries in a region are best-suited to stabilizing the
regional economy, the effectiveness of economic development efforts in all these areas
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may be reduced. How can planners better identify import substitution opportunities to
reduce the ‘leaks’ of jobs and wealth from their regions?
This context sets the stage for a deeper look at import substitution in Chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 2
FOUNDATIONS OF IMPORT SUBSTITUTION AND
THE CASE FOR A NEW APPROACH
Academic literature has primarily addressed the topic of local import substitution
in the context of economic base theory, the mainstay of regional economic modeling
since the 1930s. Popular writing and scholarly studies addressing import substitution that
surfaced in the 1970s and again during the past 15 years also draw largely upon economic
base theory and an extension, the input-output model, for their methods and analysis.
Surprisingly, economic development researchers and import substitution advocates have
made almost no use of industry cluster analysis, arguably the most influential and widely
embraced regional economic development model during the past decade, to examine
opportunities for improving endogenous economic growth and development through
import substitution.
This chapter summarizes key import substitution concepts in regional economic
development theory and identifies opportunities for exploring import substitution using
methods derived from economic base theory and industry cluster analysis.

2.1

Regions and Globalization
Regions are a basic unit of economic organization and therefore their nature is

critical to any discussion of import substitution—especially in the context of the
contemporary global economy. This section discusses the nature of regions and the
context of global economic competition.
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2.1.1

From Regions to Regionalism

Spatially, regions are contiguous urban, suburban and semi-rural areas oriented
toward an urban core. Regions may also be larger subnational geographic areas, such as
New England or the Southwest (Cortright 2006, Katz 2000). Regions may be defined by
political boundaries, geographic features or natural resources, such as plains, lakes,
forests or mountains. The smallest regional units are typically counties.
Regionalism is generally acknowledged to have emerged more than a century ago.
A key event was the merging in 1898 of the five boroughs surrounding New York City,
which at the time consisted only of Manhattan, to form a unified municipality. In 1909,
Daniel Burham’s Plan of Chicago highlighted the role that Chicago played in the
Midwest’s regional transportation system and economy. The Regional Plan for New York
and its Environs, published in 1929, addressed the issue of economic development, in
part, by acknowledging the need for “factory zones” where production of goods for trade
with other regions would take place (Fishman 2000). Perhaps one of the most relevant
aspects in the evolution of regionalism since these formative events is the
acknowledgement of the interrelationships among a region’s economy, its environment
and social equity components (Yaro and Hiss 1996).
One view of what defines a region is the degree of internal uniformity or
homogeneity that exists with respect to land use, natural resource availability,
socioeconomic and related conditions. A key feature of this view has to do with the flow
of trade: surplus production is traded with other regions; unmet demand is satisfied
through imports.
A second view of the region has to do with functional integration: activities are
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oriented toward a central core, or nucleus, surrounded by peripheral suburban and semirural commuting areas. Some authors liken this functional view of the region to that of a
living cell, with the flow of wealth analogous to the blood that facilitates the respiratory
exchange of elements between the cell and the outside world (Brown and Holmes in
Hoover and Giarrantani 1999, Shaffer 1999). Other functionalists see nodes as systems of
trade hierarchies (Blair 1995).
This functional integration approach to regional analysis is helpful to
understanding the nature of import substitution. Endogenous economic activity revolves
around the node, or nucleus, providing the goods and services necessary for the residents
and businesses to function. But of course, just as a cell cannot live without oxygen from
the outside world, so, too, the functional approach to regional analysis cannot exist
without the exogenous trade orientation described by the homogenous approach. This is a
critical point that the author asks the reader of this thesis to bear in mind throughout:
import substitution is not about replacing all imports; rather, it is an approach for
discovering and achieving greater regional economic efficiency.
In the U.S., regions are organized for purposes of economic analysis in nodal
units known as Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs). These areas are defined by the
U.S. Office of Management and Budget (most recently updated in 2004) on the basis of
the presence of a central city with at least 50,000 residents and a total population of
100,000 or more, except in New England, where the threshold is 75,000 inhabitants (U.S.
Office of Management and Budget 2007, Blair 1995), usually in groupings of counties.
MSAs account for 75% of total U.S. population and approximately 16% of the nation’s
land area.
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2.1.2

Globalization

Contemporary regional science, economic development theory and practice are
rooted in the global cities concept of competitiveness that emerged during the 1970s. Of
course, globalism has existed for centuries. International trade has been a central element
of the North American economy since Europeans arrived. Several of the continent’s
oldest financial institutions got their start financing international textile trade. During the
1800s and most of the 1900s, globalism evolved as industrialization became a driving
worldwide economic force (Cohen 1981).
Since the 1970s, globalism has been transformed, as trade patterns and centers of
capital reorganized again to take greater advantage of new information and transportation
technologies, and especially liberalized international trade policies. This latest
incarnation of globalism is usually referred to as ‘globalization’ and is unique in the
extent to which economic interests are transcending political jurisdictions (Brenner and
Keil 2006). Businesses are banding together to promote their interests, rendering existing
institutions of governance irrelevant in many ways (Katz 2000).
This new view of economic regional competitiveness is reflected one of the early
texts of New Regionalism, 1964’s Regional Development and Planning by John
Friedman and William Alonso, which refers to the region as “an economic landscape”
and “regional planning as concerned ‘mainly with the problems of resources and
economic development’” (Friedman and Alonso in Wheeler 2002). Since 1995, advocates
of new regionalism argue that political jurisdictions matter less than regional economic
and social systems (Wheeler 2002). This has prompted a new regional economic
consciousness. Business has a new primacy, and business culture permeates previously
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non-business sectors, such as government and education. Regionalism and globalization
of the past three decades, then, go together hand and glove (Kanter 2000).
In the newly emerged “globally competitive region” then, economic development
is commonly being pursued by policy makers and planning practitioners through the
exploitation of regional competitive or comparative advantages, as well as the clustering
of complimentary industries (Porter 1998 and 2003, Brenner and Keil 2006).

2.2

Growth Versus Development
It is important to distinguish between ‘economic growth’ and ‘economic

development’–terms that are sometimes used synonymously by planner and policy
makers but are fundamentally distinct in the context of regional planning. Economic
growth is generally a quantitative increase in economic activity, whether it is measured in
employment, sales or output, or production. Growth was a central tenent of the so-called
‘first wave’ of economic improvement policies, sometimes known as balancing
agriculture with industry (BAWI), that were popularized during the 1930s Great
Depression era as the rise of Homer Hoyt’s export base theory (1939) focused on the
attraction of capital and resources, known since as ‘smokestack chasing.’
Growth was also a chief emphasis of economic development policies in the 1960s
and 1970s that sought to increase output by increasing endogenous growth of the existing
economic base, often through business retention, incubators, technical assistance and
improving access to capital (Shaffer et al. 2006, Blair 1995). From 1961 to 1965, the U.S.
experienced record economic growth of 5% annual GDP increases, as well as the
reduction of poverty by nearly half. This expansion led many regional economists to
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conclude there were no limits on growth. However, limits asserted themselves in the mid
1970s as U.S. oil production peaked. Strained markets and severe environmental
degradation prompted the establishment of new federal regulatory regulation and
agencies that imposed new costs on businesses and individual taxpayers. Popular writers
such as E. F. Schumacher and Jane Jacobs contemplated how economic growth could be
achieved without sacrificing the resources that future generations would need (Shuman
2006, McKibben 2007).
Economic development, on the other hand, attempts to answer qualitative
questions of how best to grow, rather than just how much. Economic development is
distinctly structural in nature, with the implication that successful development leads to
an improvement in the welfare of a region’s residents. Indeed, interest in economic
development was strongest after, and perhaps a response to, the oil shocks of the 1970s
when annual inflation of 6% to 13% and the recessions of 1973 and 1979 dramatically
affected the daily lives of most Americans.
Economic development refers to changes in institutional and economic
relationships that deploy economic resources more efficiently and effectively—whether
they are growing or not. Flammang (1979) argues that economic growth is simply a
quantitative increase in output, whereas economic development involves structural
changes in the economy, and indeed the region, that are qualitative in nature. Criteria for
successful economic development, therefore, are necessarily more complex, involving
changes in technology, ownership, occupations, products, industry mixes, capital and
more.
The key factors affecting economic growth within a region are population, income
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levels and the structural and spatial distribution of industries. In the framework of most
regional economic theory, it is demand from outside the region that drives growth within;
the main focus of economic development, then, is to increase exports. Wealth creation
through this approach is accepted as a desirable goal by nearly all economic development
approaches (Malizia and Feser 1999).
However, the role of a region’s supply and imports in producing the necessary
output to meet export demand is largely ignored. This is due in part to the fact that
demand-based analysis can rely on the data generated by actual transactions (usually
employment or sales), whereas supply-based models require estimation (Hoover and
Giarrantani 1999). The main consequence of this structural bias has been that models for
economic development and planning have tilted strongly toward strategies for increasing
demand and exports. Relatively little attention has been given to the supply and import
side of the equation (Stimson et al. 2006).
Thompson (1965) suggests that another reason for this bias is the tendency of
economic practitioners, as well as political leaders and industry itself, to focus on the
business cycle as the timeframe for determining policy success or failure. However,
import substitution, by its nature is a longer term endeavor. Imbroscio (1995) finds that
political cycles can be a significant impediment to municipal import substitution efforts.

2.3

Economic Base Theory
Since the 1930s, economic base theory (EBT) has been the basis of most regional

economic development models and analysis. This section summarizes EBT’s origins and
discusses the location quotient technique and input-output extensions of EBT.
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2.3.1

Theoretical Origins and Principles of Economic Base Theory

Economic base theory assumes that there are two fundamental types of economic
transactions: 1) “basic” or “traded” activities that involve the exchange of goods and
services with entities outside the region; and 2) “nonbasic” or “nontraded” activities that
involve transactions primarily among the residents, households and businesses within the
region itself. Some theorists assert that nonbasic activities are consequences of the
revenues flowing from exports; others argue that without endogenous intraregional trade,
there would be no reason to engage in basic export trade in the first place (Hoover and
Giarrantani 1999).
Dividing an economy in this fashion is a continuation of long held economic
thought dating to the theory originating in France in the late 1700s in which agriculture
and other natural ‘harvesting’ (e.g., fisheries, forestry, mining) were viewed as productive
(“laissez faire”) and all other economic activities as sterile and parasitic (“laissez
passer”). Marx, too, divided the economy into two parts: the production provided by
labor, and unproductive activities, such as commercial purchases and rent (Hoover and
Giarrantani 1999). Early advocates of the Physiocratic approach can be seen as among the
first free-traders (preceding Adam Smith), drawing upon the export-oriented nature of the
productive activities as a basis for theory (Hamin 2002). Blumenfeld (1955) observes that
such Physiocratic origins might have more logically imbued EBT with a bias in favor of
food and raw materials.
However, economic base theory as we know today is drawn primarily from
concepts advanced by Olmstead in 1921, Haig and McCrea’s 1928 economic survey of the
New York City region, and, of course, economist Homer Hoyt’s work for the U.S.
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Government during the 1930s (Blumenfeld 1955, Thompson 1965). As practiced since,
EBT has been concerned primarily with total flows of income into the regional economy
from basic trade activities outside the region. The fundamental concern has been
increasing sales of exports to boost the wealth available to be spent on nonbasic activities
within the region. The fact that revenue from nonbasic activities also increase wealth has
generally been ignored or left to ‘take care of itself.’ But revenue from both export sales
and endogenous purchases circulate or ‘multiply’ in the region as firms make purchases,
pay employees, pay taxes and invest. This is the regional multiplier, expressed in simple
terms as total (T) regional income or employment divided by basic (B) income or
employment. The average ratio is expressed, therefore, as T/B, and the marginal ratio for
the change over a selected period of time as ΔT/ΔB (change in T divided by change in B).
In the traditional thinking about of EBT, nonbasic industries are regarded as being
driven by the revenue flowing into the region from export sales (Schaffer 1999). Even
though increases in either exports or locally produced substitutes both yield the same
desired result—a rise in the multiplier—little attention has been given to import
substitution by leading EBT thinkers. Indeed, a search of Hoyt’s work fails to turn up a
single reference to import substitution; his 848-page collected writings, According to
Hoyt: 53 Years of Homer Hoyt (1970), contains no discussion of the topic.
Indeed, economic base theory reflects Hoyt’s strongly empirical orientation to
questions of regional economic development. The principal methods and techniques of
EBT analysis involve measurement and mathematical calculation. Industry sectors are
treated discretely. The assumption approach to calculating the regional multiplier, for
example, is simple subtraction of the jobs within a sector assumed to be connected with
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exports (basic) from the region’s total employment. The minimum requirements approach
is also a mathematical comparison of industry employment within a study region to that of
a sample set of similar regions (Klosterman 1990).
2.3.2

Location Quotient

The location quotient is the most widely used technique of economic base theory
to distinguish basic and nonbasic industries. The location quotient is the ratio of a region’s
economic activity in a specified industrial sector (typically measured in either
employment) compared to the ratio of that same activity in that same sector in a larger, or
reference, economy, usually that of the entire U.S. It is expressed as: LQi = (ei/e)/(Ei/E)
where i is the ei is the employment of a selected industry in the region, e is the total
employment in the region, Ei is the employment in the selected industry in the reference
region, and E is the total employment of the reference region, usually the nation as a
whole. A location quotient of 1 indicates that the employment in the region of the selected
industry is in the same proportion to total employment in the region as it is in the larger
reference economy. It is assumed that the regional consumption across all industries is
identical to the consumption patterns of the reference region. Therefore, a location
quotient of less than 1 suggests that the selected industry does not produce enough to meet
its own needs and must import; and a location quotient greater than 1 suggests that the
region is producing a surplus in that industry that is being exported (Shaffer 1999,
Klosterman 1990, Treyz 1993).
2.3.3

Critiques of Economic Base Theory

One of the most fundamentally flawed assumptions of economic base theory is that
a favorable balance of trade (i.e., a regional multiplier greater than 1) can be achieved by
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increasing exports and reducing imports. For if a region manages to achieve a net trade
surplus through one or a combination of these strategies, then there is by definition a loss
of goods and services; residents and businesses will be essentially putting their savings, or
capital, into other regions. Therefore, contrary to economic base theory, growth is actually
enhanced when a region’s imports exceed its exports (Hoover and Giarratani 1999).
As a consequence, the accuracy and value of the economic base model has been
questioned for many years (Andrews 1954, Hoover and Garrantani 1999, Shaffer et al.
1999), though it remains a standard method of economic analysis in planning curriculums
and practice (Klosterman 1990, McLean and Voytek 1992, Moore et al. 2006). Economic
base is often criticized for giving too much attention to exports and failing to look at how
the imports going to both basic and non-basic industries can be reduced. Also, the process
of dividing a region’s industries into basic and non-basic sectors can be arbitrary (Malizia
and Feser 1999). Economic base also lacks any consideration of spatial impacts to trade;
perfect elasticity of demand is assumed; data is usually available by political boundaries
(counties) that may not reflect the true boundaries of regional trade; the size of the region
affects the size of the multiplier (i.e., more populous regions have a more diversified range
of industries and therefore are able to import less); and other shortcomings.
Location quotients in particular, while relatively easy to calculate, are generally
seen as overestimations of economic activity because it is assumed that consumption and
labor productivity are uniform and that local demand will be satisfied by local production
whenever possible. Obviously, these assumptions are not always the case (Schaffer 1999).
Blumenfeld (1955) offers a sturdy critique of EBT that effectively questions the
foundations of the theory, as discussed in Section 2.3.1, and makes a strong case for
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import substitution as the primary, rather than ancillary, emphasis of regional economic
development. Blumenfeld questions the very notion of what constitutes a ‘basic’ industry,
arguing that it is locally produced goods and services that are durable and essential to the
long-term economic function of a region; rather, it is export-focused industries, such as
manufacturing, that come and go, thereby ancillary in nature. “The relation assumed by
the method is, in fact, reversed,” he writes.
If a goal of economic development, then, is regional stability, the reliance on
outside markets to increase exports is ceding control to other forces. The export approach
is less self-contained.
To summarize, economic base theory is capable of modeling both exogenous and
endogenous economic activity. However, a persistent and nearly exclusive focus on
exports in economic development literature and practice has resulted in the atrophy of the
endogenous strengths of the theory. Further, the widely-used regional multiplier and
location quotient are helpful explanatory tools within EBT, but are inherently imprecise.
2.3.4

The Input-Output Model

The regional input-output model is an extension of economic base theory that
offers greater sensitivity to regional imports than simple industry multipliers. It is a
matter of debate whether the input-output model represents a broader theory for analysis
than EBT offers, or whether it is simply a more focused extension of the theory.
Input-output has proven useful in helping planners and policy makers assess the
impact of addition spending in selected sectors of an economy—and is sometimes known
as ‘impact analysis’—because it is based on actual transactions between industries within
and outside the region (usually reported in dollars, rather than employment), as well as
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final demand from consumers and businesses within and outside the region. The model
incorporates a multiplier index, or ratio, that estimates the impacts of a change in demand
in one or more industry sectors on the rest of the regional economy. Units are usually
given in jobs or income. The model assigns to each industry an input coefficient that
represents the sum of the purchases, payroll, taxes and investments that all companies in
that industry make with the revenue they receive from sales—whether they are
exogenous or endogenous in nature. This coefficient, also known as the industry
multiplier, accounts for direct purchases, as well as transactions related to the household
spending of workers, taxes, and investment. This allows an estimate of the multiplier
effect of a change in sales in a given industry (Stimson et al. 2006, Schaffer 1999).
Input-output was developed in the 1930s by Wassily Leontief and refined in the
1950s by Walter Isard and others as part of modern regional science. During the 1960s,
input-output analysis was an often-used tool in development economics, the array of
international policies intended to improve conditions in developing countries and of
which import substitution strategies were a central feature (Bruton 1998).
Input-output is useful for gauging the impact of the expansion (or contraction) of
a single industry, or to estimate the jobs and spending that may be generated by a new
development. In addition to accommodating the exogenous demand that is the driving
characteristic of economic base theory, the input-output model incorporates demand from
endogenous sources. This is a significant addition which has assisted researchers in better
exploring import substitution questions.
Isard himself (1951) notes some limitations of input-output analysis: like
economic base theory, it assumes unchanging spatial relationships, as well as uniform
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demand and productivity. In 1956, Isard integrated a spatial component into his inputoutput model, arguing that because of advances in technology, location had become one
of many substitutions—in addition to buying local imports—that a firm could make to
reduce costs and maximize profits. Krugman (1995) would disagree, arguing that spatial
choices are by nature imperfect and therefore not uniformly substitutable. However,
Krugman says Isard did, for the first time, offer planners at least some framework for
making decisions that affect economic development, such as where to build roads and
infrastructure.

2.4

Industrial Cluster Analysis
Industrial cluster analysis (ICA) emerged as a full-fledged economic development

approach during the 1990s. In many respects, it represents a departure from economic
base theory: regional economies are characterized as interrelated industries that grouped
by their common or complementary functions, as well as proximity and shared resources.
The phrase ‘competitors and collaborators’ is often used as a shorthand to explain the
approach. As such, industrial cluster analysis has the potential to integrate a greater
degree of local import substitution considerations. However, ICA, as it has been
conceived and practiced, emphasizes regional competitiveness and the promotion of
exports as primary goals. The burgeoning literature on clusters devotes relatively few
pages to the topic of import substitution.
This section discusses theoretical origins of ICA, describes key concepts and
offers information on cluster analysis developed for Massachusetts.
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2.4.1

Theoretical Origins and Principles

Rather than the demand-oriented approach of the economic base theory, industry
cluster analysis is rooted in neoclassical economics, with consumers and producers
interacting in markets that set the prices of goods and services. Consumer and firm
behavior (including location) is assumed to maximize well-being and minimize cost.
Alfred Marshall is among the first economists to identify the role industrial
districts as critical to describing economic activity. He observed geographic
concentrations of industries and ‘clusters’ of firms in districts in England and Northern
Italy that appeared to promote supplier specialization and producer specialization in
different steps in the manufacturing process (Bianchi and Gualtieri 1987 in Cortright
2006). Firms were seen as competitors. Marshall posited three reasons why firms in a
given industry clustered near each other: labor market pooling, supplier specialization,
and knowledge spillovers. These concentrations of similar firms, he argued, attracted and
enjoyed a pool of labor with common skills. Workers, too, benefited from reduced
economic risk because of the increased employment opportunities. Suppliers enjoyed
larger, more stable markets, which ultimately provided better reliability and competitive
prices to customers (Cortright 2006).
The contemporary concept supporting industry clusters is that economic
development can be improved by strengthening relationships among groups of firms that
are engaged in complementary activities—whether they are competitors or collaborators.
Clusters are complementary because they often share regional competitive or
comparative advantages (Brenner and Keil 2006). These include proximity to industries
in the same input-output chain (thereby integrating Isard’s spatial concerns) and
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similarities in workforce requirements (Malizia and Feser 1999). In fact, Ellison and
Glaeser (1999) estimate that at least half of the concentration of similar industries can be
attributed to the advantages associated with being near labor markets and resources. It is
this integration of industry strengths, through knowledge spillover, shared skilled labor
pools and geographic proximity that offer productivity advantages.
2.4.2

Regional Economic Concepts and Cluster Composition

Porter (2003) finds that the overall economic performance of regions is strongly
influenced by the strength of industry clusters that are present. Instead of the
basic/nonbasic dichotomy of economic base theory, Porter identifies three general
categories of regional industries: 1) those that primarily serve the local needs of region,
such as health care, utilities and construction; 2) those that are resource-dependent and
require employees to be physically located at or near raw materials, such as farming,
extraction and transportation; and 3) those that are primarily involved in trade, selling
goods and services to multiple regions and depending less on location to gain advantage.
The mix and proportion of industries in these three categories varies widely from region
to region. Whereas economic base and input-output analysis focus on strengthening
individual industries as a strategy for development, cluster theory values the cumulative
strength of interrelated groups of industries.
(Interestingly, Porter’s argument for clusters as a means to help decentralize
economic policy formation to the regional level brings to mind E.F. Schumacher’s call
for decentralism of three decades earlier in 1973. It is also a step away from the
exclusively quantitative nature of the two previously mentioned theories.)
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2.4.3

Industry Cluster Value Chain Templates

One of the approaches to defining industry clusters is assessing the degree of
inter-industry trade taking place among component industries. These so-called ‘value
chains’ are, in Porter’s (1998) view an alternative to the hierarchical value chains of
traditional EBT and the various industry classification systems utilized since the 1950s.
He states: “Clusters rarely conform to standard industrial classification systems, which
fail to capture many important actors and relationships in competition.”
Indeed, the complexity of drawing upon measures of inter-industry trade,
geographic proximity, knowledge spillover, innovation and other characteristics of
clusters to formulate clusters can be daunting. As a result, clusters are often open to
criticism (see Section 2.4.5 below), especially when the reasons for cluster composition
are not evident and the process of assembling the clusters is not replicable.
One effort to bring a transparency to the creation of clusters is offered by Feser
and Bergman (2000, 2003). The authors have created benchmark value chains derived
from national (U.S.) input-output data. This provides a systematic means of ascertaining
the economic relationships (i.e. magnitude of transactions) among industries in a
proposed cluster. Though it lacks the spatial and innovation measures that may be
included in other cluster composition methods, this benchmark approach provides an
important step toward a replicable method. Feser and Isserman (2007) argue that a
template approach, applicable to regions throughout the nation, is of greater conceptual
and analytical value to the field of economic development planning and policy because
insights gained by using the approach in one region may be generalizable to another—
something that is not possible with many other cluster approaches.
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Indeed, industry cluster analysis is a central feature of numerous contemporary
state-level economic development strategies, albeit with a strong emphasis on exports.
The U.S. Economic Development Administration cites several examples of such cluster
initiatives, including the California Regional Opportunities Project (2005); the Regional
Plan of New York/New Jersey (2007); and Purdue University’s Unlocking Rural
Competitiveness (2006). Significantly, all of the EDA examples focus on export-building
cluster composition and strategies.
2.4.4

Industrial Cluster Analysis Efforts in Massachusetts

Clusters developed by Massachusetts economic development and planning
agencies also center on the expansion of exports. Publications by Barrow et al. (2002)
and Forrant et al. (2001) identify six broad export clusters in Massachusetts:
1. Information Technology:

Computer and communications
equipment, software, and services

2. Health Care:

Health services, medical equipment and
devices, and biotechnology and
pharmaceuticals

3. Financial Services:

Banking, insurance carriers, and
securities and exchange services

4. Knowledge Creation:

Higher education, printing and
publishing, and legal, engineering,
management, and R&D services

5. Traditional Manufacturing:

All manufacturing (except industries
found in other export clusters): paper,
rubber and plastics, fabricated metals,
apparel and textiles, and industrial
machinery

6. Travel and Tourism:

Hotels, lodging places, restaurants,
attractions, and transport facilities for
business and leisure travelers.

Reproduced from The Knowledge Sector Powerhouse Forrant et al. 2001
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At the regional level, the Donahue Institute (2005) has identified the following
export clusters in the Springfield, Massachusetts MSA:
1. Advanced Technology Manufacturing
2. Arts, Tourism & Recreation
3. Financial Services
4. Healthcare
5. Knowledge Creation
6. Traditional Manufacturing
7. All Other Sectors

2.4.5

Critiques of Industrial Cluster Analysis

Clusters are continually evolving; they grow and shrink and may be reconfigured
in response to changes in product demand, local institutions, and new technologies
(Porter 2001). They are often cast in terms of product cycle theory, having ‘emergent,’
‘mature,’ and ‘declining’ phases.
Yet this lack of specificity is often a source of criticism—and Michael Porter is
often the primary target. His failure to use consistent terminology, vagueness about the
role of geographic proximity, and refusal to publish study methods are sore spots for
many attempting to understand and/or implement his approach. In general, clusters are
open to criticism that they are created through ad hoc methods based on expert opinions
and/or little inter-industry data. As a result, there is much confusion among planners and
economic development practitioners at many levels about what industry clusters are and
how they are composed (Ashheim 2006, Malmberg and Power 2006).
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2.5

Import Substitution
In economic development literature and practice, import substitution today is still

generally viewed as a lesser alternative to increasing exports (Imbroscio 1995, Shuman
2007). Since the onset of the competitive regions framework in economic development the
1980s, the issue of import substitution has been continued to be inadequately addressed in
the literature (Malizia and Feser 1999). In fact, what little literature there is on the history
of import substitution shows a general pattern of failed policies and indifference to
potential benefit. This section summarizes those trends leading up to present-day efforts to
re-vitalize import substitution to address impending planning challenges.
2.5.1

1950s-60s: As an International Economic Development Strategy

Bruton (1998) offers an assessment of import substitution during the 1950s and
60s as it was deployed as an international economic development policy to help lessen
poverty in post-colonial developing nations. During this period, import substitution was a
widely accepted national economic development strategy by many nations, as well as the
United Nations, though export-oriented approaches still remained dominant. However, the
two approaches are typically drawn in sharp contrast and opposition to each other. Import
substitution was implemented primarily through protectionism, especially tariffs to
encourage the purchase of local goods and services, while export-oriented development
was encouraged by free market approaches (with support from the World Bank).
Several Asian economies managed to attain this balance. But there was a general
perception that tariffs, along with manipulated currency exchange rates and interest rates,
distorted prices and led widespread doubts about import substitution as a national
economic development strategy by the 1970s. Bruton says import substitution as an
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international strategy declined because it failed to embrace learning; that is, it did not
value innovation as highly as exogenous approaches. The disappointing performance did
little to enhance the roles of newly created international organizations, such as the World
Bank and International Monetary Fund, but did establish the legitimacy of such
transnational trade organizations, such as the World Trade Organization, during the 1990s.
2.5.2

1970s: A Rediscovery

The 1970s witnessed a series of events that prompted renewed interest in import
substitution. Mounting decades of environmental degradation literally flared as Ohio’s
Cuyahoga River burned in 1969, helping to set in motion the passage of the Clean Water
Act and other state and federal environmental legislation during the decade. Regional
economic competitiveness became a central theme of international trade as the U.S.
dropped the gold standard and the World Bank and other agencies prompted a greater
flow of capital globally. And the peaking of U.S. oil production, combined with the
OPEC oil embargo and subsequent price spikes, sent energy prices higher and caused
widespread economic disruption, prompting some to advance the contrarian notion that
exponential economic and population growth could not be sustained indefinitely.
Several popular writers argued that import substitution offered a regional
economic development strategy to address these new challenges. Foremost among these
voices was E.F. Schumacher, who published Small is Beautiful: Economics as if People
Mattered in 1973. Schumacher advocated decentralism, a framework integrating energy
conservation, land preservation, transportation efficiency and concentrated development
in a holistic approach to offer alternatives to the globalization.
Herman Daly (1973) suggested that conventional economic development practice
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amounted to a “growthmania” that would ultimately prove unsustainable and that
planners should prepare instead for a steady state economy that acknowledges the finite
nature of global resources. He proposed that human population and wealth be pegged to
“depletion quotas” of natural resources that would ensure they could be renewed. Though
Daly invoked John Stuart Mill as he framed quotas as strategy for protecting private
property from exploitation, his arguments—prescient in retrospect—were not widely
embraced.
Jane Jacobs was also a leading contributor to the literature and popularization of
movement of import substitution’s second wave, taking up Blumenfeld’s mantle (see
Section 2.3.4) and arguing that import replacement is actually a defining characteristic of
a city: “Any settlement that becomes good at import-replacing becomes a city. […]
Indeed, as far as I can see, city import-replacing is [in this way] at the root of all
economic expansion” (1984).
Here is it important to make a fine, yet critical distinction about Jacob’s view: she
primarily discusses ‘import replacement,’ which in her view is the creation of a new
industry to replace goods and services that the city-region was not producing at all. This
is distinguished from the topic of this thesis: ‘import substitution,’ which is the increased
production of goods and services that a region is already making, but not in sufficient
quantity to meet local demand.
Jacobs retraces a few of Blumenfeld’s footsteps, observing that import
replacement is generally effective only in cities of a certain size or greater; smaller
communities and rural areas simply typically lack sufficient industrial diversity and a
critical mass of economic activity to begin supplying significant goods and services in a
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profitable manner to its residents and businesses. (Blumenfeld [1955] wrote: “The basicnonbasic ratio is highest in small, new communities, lowest in large and mature ones.”)
She also says that “real life” import replacement is not the predictable, measurable
process that many economists envision, but is actually was a chain reaction of “explosive
episodes” of sporadic change. New imports replace the “old work” that has relocated to
another region to cut costs or become technologically obsolete. Jacobs goes so far as to
says “economic life as a whole has expanded to the extent that the import-replacing city
has everything that it formerly had, plus its complement of new and different imports.”
2.5.3

1990s to the Present: Renewed Interest and Urgency

A spate of popular literature and activist organizations are now advancing import
substitution under various banners, including relocalization and self-reliance (Bonello et
al. 1989, Imbroscio 1995, Ward and Lewis 2003, Institute for Self Reliance 2003,
Mitchell 2006, McKibben 2007, Shuman 2007). This most recent import substitution
literature is generally offered in response to the major socioeconomic and environmental
trends discussed in Chapter 1.
Shaffer et al. (2006) cite concerns about the differences between rural and urban
areas leading to the structural change models of the 1960s and 1970s. Today, the
economic focus is on questioning and removing the assumptions of perfect market
competition and scale advantages of economies. Rather, the trend is toward theories of
endogenous growth—a natural progression to address the limitations of economic base
methods.
Imbroscio (1995) offers a “self-reliance model” that focuses on pursuing
indigenous local development and slowing the leakage of economic resources.
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He examined how these strategies were implemented as part of the Home Grown
Economy Project (HEP) initiated by the City of St. Paul, Minnesota. The city devoted
municipal resources to cultivating new locally owned small businesses, growing the job
base in relation to the amount of resources consumed, diversifying the industrial base and
increasing inter-industry purchases to increase the regional economic multiplier.
Unfortunately, the HEP failed within two years of its launch as it became evident that
successful import substitution requires political and financial commitments that extended
beyond traditional election and funding cycles.
The issue of wealth and job leakage from regional economies is major concern of
contemporary researchers and writers (Stone 2003, Mitchell 2006, Ward and Lewis
2003). Part of this concern is rooted in corporate consolidation of all types of industry,
especially in the highly visible retail sector: large-scale retailers have been shown to
make fewer local purchases than locally-owned establishments and pay lower wages.
These and other trends have prompted some authors, business groups and
grassroots organizations during the last decade to question the longstanding focus on the
growth of basic sector industries as the principle development strategy. Proponents argue
for a renewed focus on opportunities import substitution to reduce the leakage out of
regional economies.
Shuman (2003, 2007) has coined the acronym “LOIS” as a shorthand for Locally
Owned Import Substitution in response to former British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher’s original acronym “TINA” encapsulating the regional competition approach to
international trade: There Is No Alternative. Shuman has performed ‘leakage analysis’
studies of regional economies in the Katahdin region of Maine (2005), St. Lawrence
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County, New York (2003), and Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts (2007). These studies
examine input-output data to identify industries with employment that deviate
significantly from the national average. Shuman then reviews the comparative advantages
of the region to identify industrial sectors that may be candidates for increased
endogenous production or employment.
While consideration of the retail sector is valuable to the local import substitution
question (especially in light of the fact that a retail company, Wal-Mart, is the largest in
the world), it neglects other major sectors of regional economies that are traditionally
considered non-basic (serving mostly local needs), such as education, agriculture, food
processing, health care, and personal services. Also, it does not address a fundamental
aspect of consumer behavior: in general, most people will almost always buy the lowestpriced goods and services.
Swenson (2006) conducts an input-out analysis to examine the impact of modest
increases in purchases of locally growth food on the economy of Marshall County, Iowa.
Through the investigation of four scenarios, Swenson finds substantial opportunities for
economic development by increasing local import substitution in agriculture—mainly by
reducing the county’s grain exports by a relatively small amount so that enough fruits and
vegetables could be grown to replace those being imported from other regions. However,
Swenson has pre-selected the industry to be investigated; there is no broad look at the
regional economy to determine whether or not agriculture actually offers the greatest
number or quality of import substitution opportunities.
Finally, Markusen (2004) evokes Jacobs’ observations and arguments on the
complexity of regional economies: “Regional and community economic development is
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more complex than is suggested by the traditional export-based model. An internal
elaboration of labor in what appear to be local-serving activities may in fact enhance the
export competitiveness of other sectors.” Economists might better serve their regions, she
suggests, by targeting occupations, rather than industries. Such an approach would reflect
the growing value of human capital in the increasingly globalized world economy.

2.6

Gaps and Opportunities for Import Substitution Research
This chapter has demonstrated the consistent and profound exogenous orientation

of economic development literature. Import substitution and endogenous approaches to
regional economic development in general have, by and large, been marginalized.
The limited body of research about import substitution draws upon the economic
base method and the technique of input-output analysis. Shuman offers the most
representative example, using location quotient analysis to identify regionally underrepresented industries and then applying input-output multipliers to estimate the local
financial impacts of import substitution.
There is a general lack of investigation of import substitution at the regional level.
The popular writing and small number of academic publications on the topic leave much
ground to till. Interest in import substitution is likely to grow among planners, economic
development officials and policy makers as new economic forces, such as increasing
energy costs, regulation of carbon emissions and land use pressures, combined to make a
“grow your own” approach to economic development viable.
Few studies have investigated import substitution at the regional level so far.
Those that do exist have adopted somewhat arbitrary and cursory criteria (Persky 1993),
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pre-selected the industry to be investigated (Swenson 2006, FXM 2005), involve a study
area too limited to be generalizable (ILSR 2005, Cunningham and Houston 2002 and
2004), or incorporated non-empirical criteria and arguments in their findings (Shuman
2007, 2003). Therefore, an opportunity exists to apply an empirically based set of criteria
to all sectors of a regional economy to identify import substitution candidate industries.
Cluster literature in general, and that which addresses specifically the
Massachusetts and Springfield MSA economies, focuses on export clusters. There has
been no use of cluster methods (or even development of clusters) to encompass the entire
economy. Yet the nature of clusters suggest several fruitful opportunities for looking at
import substitution because clusters are concerned (in part) with localized transactions
among purchasers and suppliers and increased productivity realized through local
networks. Therefore, an application of a cluster method to the identification of import
substitution opportunities would be a contribution to the literature.
The next chapter will outline a conceptual framework for inquiry that addresses
the conclusions above, followed by the description in Chapters 5 and 6 of two methods—
one rooted in economic base theory and the other in industrial cluster analysis—created
for this study to screen, or filter, candidate import substitution industries in the study
area.
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CHAPTER 3
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
This chapter describes the conceptual framework of this study, which is built
upon the economic base theory and industrial cluster analysis literature presented in
Chapter 2.
The rationale for investigating import substitution using techniques drawn from
economic base theory and industrial cluster analysis springs from the widespread use of
these approaches, as well as the general understanding of their conceptual underpinnings
among planners and economic development practitioners. The literature reviewed in
Chapters 1 and 2 demonstrated the dominance of these methods in academic writings and
planning practice—as well as the lack of their deployment in the investigation of import
substitution opportunities at the regional level.
Further, these two approaches are relatively easily explained to the policy makers,
community members and business leaders engaged in economic development activities.
The conceptual framework of this study draws upon these two broad approaches intended
to reveal the ‘missing pieces’ of regional economies—pieces that may be import
substitution candidates.

3.1

Leakage
The conceptual framework of this study rests on the premise that there are

opportunities in regional economies to maintain or increase the level economic activity
by shifting a portion of expenditures on imports to instead purchase locally produced
goods and services.
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This, in summary, is the concept of leakage. Leakage is a phenomena closely
associated with economic base theory, in which the spending of local businesses and
households is divided among basic (exports) and non-basic (locally produced) products
and services (see Section 2.3). Leakage is defined as purchases of exports—a necessary
function in the economic base model, though the optimal amount of leakage varies with
the characteristics of each region. As Jacobs (1969) and others argue, smaller regions
inherently lack the capacity to meet local demand in all (or even a few) industries; the
smaller the region, the greater proportion of leakage.
It is unfortunate that the term ‘leakage’ has a negative connotation. Leaks, in the
parlance of household plumbing or government agencies, are something to be plugged.
Yet economic activity would not flow through the economic base model were it not for
leaks. Therefore, some leakage is necessary and desirable. The central question of this
study is: can leaks be reduced to improve the efficiency of a regional economy?
This study embraces a general framework offered by Ward and Lewis (2002), as
well as Shuman (2006), Houston (2002 and 2004), Persky (1993) and others: that
increasing the amount of economic activity within a region strengthens its overall
stability and diversity. Shuman argues that local industries are better long term regional
wealth generators because their higher economic multipliers are higher—and therefore a
dollar spent at a locally owned business actually remains in the regional economy in
greater proportion during subsequent rounds of spending. Ward and Lewis conceptualize
this in what they call the “leaky bucket.”
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Figure 3-1: Leaky Bucket Framework of Regional Economic Activity and
Import Substitution Opportunities

Investment and
labor (inflows)

Import substitution
opportunities

Level of Economic
Activity

Export activity
(leakage)

Adapted from Ward and Lewis 2002

In the leaky bucket framework, import substitution opportunities may be thought
of as holes in the bucket into which corks could be placed to reduce the outflow. If some
of the outflow (purchases of exports) can be plugged by locally produced substitutes, then
the same degree of economic activity (i.e., level of water in the bucket) can be sustained
with reduced inputs of from sources outside the region.
This study will attempt to identify where leaks may exist in a regional economy.
(This study will not try to determine the best ways to plug those leaks.) The study will
then compare the import substitution opportunities identified by the two approaches to
help explicate the strengths and weaknesses of each.
Inquiry using the economic base theory and industry cluster analysis approaches
was chosen because these are among the leading descriptive and forecasting economic
tools used by economic planners, policy makers, and consultants today. Use of these
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widely embraced models, therefore, serves a broader goal to offer practicing planners
some insight and possible strategies for considering how import substitution could assist
in enhancing the economic vitality and sustainability of their regions.

3.2

Economic Base Theory Conceptual Framework
In the EBT approach, economic activity is generally regarded as hierarchically

organized by type of products or services produced. Similar products and services
aggregate into successively larger industries that form the entire regional economy.
Figure 3-2 offers a conceptual framework for the economic base theory portion of this
study.
Figure 3-2: Economic Base Theory Conceptual Framework
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The tree offers an accessible metaphor for this framework; in several ways, it
evokes the North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS), in which the
highest degrees of product and service specialization (the 593 six-digit NAICS
categories) are successively aggregated to the 93 three-digit categories and eventually to
the 20 two-digit categories.
The economic base approach is post-Keynesian in nature. It assumes a closed
regional economic system and growth is achieved through increased export trade with the
outside world. Returns from labor and capital inputs are seen as constant and competitive
advantage is achieved through industry agglomeration.

3.3

Industrial Cluster Theory Conceptual Framework
Industrial cluster analysis, in contrast to EBT, is organized around industry

functions. More closely related industries are grouped, or clustered, by the degree of their
geographic, economic and technologic interrelationships. While the region is still the
basic unit of economic activity, the regional economy is seen as part of an open global
system, in competition with, rather than isolation from, other regions (see Section 2.4).
The framework of this study focuses principally on the strength of input-output
trading relationships among industries, as identified by Feser and Bergman’s (2004) in 45
value chain cluster templates. The framework of this study makes no attempt to account
for geographic or technological factors that could influence how clusters in the region
might be composed; rather, the goal is to develop and critique methods that can be
applied to any region. Therefore, the value chain cluster templates offer a readily
transferable technique for accomplishing this in the cluster realm.
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Figure 3-3: Industry Cluster Conceptual Framework
Regional Economy
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3.4

The Search for ‘Missing Pieces’
Common to both the EBT and cluster approaches described above is the search

for ‘missing pieces’ or industries in which import substitution may be viable. In the case
of the EBT ‘tree’ framework, these would be missing leaves and branches; in the case of
the industry cluster ‘puzzle,’ these would be lost jigsaw puzzle pieces. This missing
pieces concept makes three general assumptions about the industries that may be viable
candidates for import substitution: 1) they are currently underrepresented in the region,
i.e., not meeting local demand; 2) they are growing faster within the region than the
national average; and 3) an industry already exists from which goods and services can be
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purchased. These characteristics were operationalized by adapting criteria used by Persky
(1993) and discussed by Smirnov (2000).
In industrial cluster analysis framework, a preliminary step is necessary to
identify clusters that are mature or emerging. This is consistent with the third assumption
above: import substitution depends on the existence of local industry to provide the
substitute products and services. (Starting new industries from scratch is the concept of
import replacement described by Jacobs.) The search for missing pieces will be
performed within those clusters.
The resulting import substitution candidate industries broadly identified by the
economic base and industry cluster approaches are presented and compared using
quantitative criteria, including employment, growth rate and average wages. The import
substitution candidate industries are also discussed qualitatively with respect to several of
the expected impending economic circumstances presented in Chapter 1, such as rising
energy prices, demographics and infrastructure, as well as relevant policy to the study
area.
In this ‘missing pieces’ approach, analysis of import substitution candidate
industries at deeper levels of industry disaggregation will be necessary to help reveal the
strengths and weaknesses of the economic base and industry cluster approaches in
looking at more closely related groups of industries.
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CHAPTER 4
METHODS
This chapter describes the study area and data, as well as the rationales and
details, for the two methods created to identify import substitution opportunities.

4.1

Study Area
The study area is the Springfield, Massachusetts Metropolitan Statistical Area

(MSA), as defined by the U.S. Office of Management and Budget update in 2000.

Figure 4-1a: Study Area—Springfield, Massachusetts Metropolitan Statistical Area

Springfield, Massachusetts MSA
• Hampden County
• Hampshire County
• Franklin County

MassGIS

According to 2005 U.S. Census County Business Patterns (CBP) data, the
Springfield MSA is the 71st largest of the 363 MSAs in the U.S., with 686,491 residents.
There are approximately 227,000 occupied dwellings (excluding college dormitories,
jails and prisons); 69,914 business establishments; and approximately 332,000 people
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employed fulltime (see Section 4.5 NAICS Data Suppression and Estimation Method for
more information on this employment data). The average salary in the region was
$39,476 per year in 2005 (Bureau of Economic Analysis 2007).
Land use, population and economic characteristics of the Springfield MSA vary
greatly with the three counties that comprise it. Hampden County is the most densely
populated with major urban areas oriented on the Cities of Springfield and Chicopee;
Hampshire County contains smaller cities and towns, a less diverse population and five
major academic institutions; and Franklin County is the least populated, with just 72,000
residents. Income and industry vary widely, as well, with greater wealth and numbers of
business establishments in Hampden and Hampshire Counties.
One of the most significant economic characteristics of the region is the steady
loss of manufacturing jobs and businesses since the 1970s. Whereas some regions in
Massachusetts and New England have been able to offset and replace the loss of
traditional exporting industries such as manufacturing, the Springfield MSA is one of
many regions with major urban areas that are struggling to retain businesses and keep
pace with personal income growth (Forrant 2007, ULI 2006, MassInc 2007).
Porter’s 2003 survey of Massachusetts regions reveals a potentially important
aspect of the region’s economy with respect to import substitution. During the study
period (1997 to 2001) there were just 535 new jobs created in the industries that Porter
says make up the traded clusters (groups of industries that are oriented toward exports),
whereas he reports 10,274 new jobs created in the clusters he finds to be oriented toward
meeting local demand. Porter’s intent was to highlight the need and opportunity for
creating more jobs that contribute to export trade, but the information also suggests that
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there may be greater job creation capacity remaining in serving local demand (though it
could also indicate service sector saturation). Like the Springfield region (also known as
the Pioneer Valley, as shown on the figure below), the traded-cluster-to local-cluster job
creation ratios of four other regions in the state also diverge greatly; only the Boston and
Northeast areas of the state seem to have created as many jobs to meet export demand as
to meet local demand.

Figure 4-1b: Job Creation in Massachusetts Regions 1997 to 2001

Reproduced from Porter 2003

The general business climate in Massachusetts has also long been a concern of
economic development planners and practitioners in the Commonwealth. The Pioneer
Institute’s 2006 analysis of nine leading high tech export industries—which account for
12% of all non-government sales and 6% of all jobs in the state found that the cost of
doing business for these industries was on average 20% higher than other states with
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similar concentrations of industries. The study attributes this to a higher wages for skilled
employees, higher housing costs, higher electricity prices (48% above the national
average), higher natural gas prices (62% above the national average), and higher
municipal taxes. The report concludes that Massachusetts is among the “least
competitive” regions of the U.S. when it comes to providing an environmental for high
tech export-oriented businesses—and that the state should continue to pursue policies that
reduce costs to businesses. Yet the report does not address the relatively high cost of
living, which it identifies as the primary driver of higher costs for exporting businesses
(or the reason for the loss of competitive advantage). While the report raises import
concerns about Massachusetts’ export trade, it fails to look at the other side of the
regional economic equation: could import substitution help reduce the high cost of living
and contribute to the retention of a skilled work force?

4.2

Level of Industry Aggregation Investigated
This study analyzes economic information reported in the format of the North

American Industry Classification System (NAICS) implemented by the U.S., Canada and
Mexico following the adoption of the North American Free Trade Agreement in 1992.
NAICS is a hierarchical organization of industries that makes distinctions based on the
types of products and services produced. Numerical codes are assigned based on the level
of industry aggregation, with two-digit codes representing the 20 most highly aggregated
industry groups and six-digit codes representing the 593 most disaggregated industries.
NAICS 92-Public Administration Employment and NAICS 81-Other Services were not
analyzed in this study.
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For the economic base method portion of this study, economic activity was
initially investigated at the three-digit NAICS level by applying the location quotient
technique to employment data reported in the 93 three-digit categories. (The three-digit
categories are termed “sub-sectors” by the Bureau of Labor Statistics; the 20 two-digit
NAICS categories are termed “sectors”; there is no nomenclature for the four-, five- and
six-digit categories).
The 93 three-digit NAICS sub-sector categories include, in some cases, dozens of
contributing four-, five- and six-digit industries below, especially in manufacturing and
production. It is within these specialized sectors of industry that many import substitution
opportunities may exist. However, in a region the size of the Springfield MSA, the
relatively small numbers of employment at the highly disaggregated six-digit level,
combined with the suppression of some data (see Section 3.7 below) means that findings
at this level are based on small numbers of companies and workers. Therefore, this study
is principally concerned with the findings at three-digit NAICS level for economic base
method and at the value chain cluster level for the industry cluster analysis. Additional
investigation of candidate industries was performed at the six-digit NAICS levels mainly
to offer insight on how further investigation of import substitution using the EBT method
could proceed.
For the industry cluster portion of this study, the NAICS industry organization
was also important because it is the basis for the organization of the 45 value chain
industry cluster templates created by Feser and Bergman (2000). Rather than the
hierarchical organization of NAICS described above, these cluster templates combine
functionally related industries at the six-digit NAICS level based on an analysis of the
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strength of trade relationships among them. Therefore, the NAICS industry categories are
the units reported and analyzed by both the economic base and industry cluster methods
investigated by this study, though they are organized quite differently in the two
approaches.

4.3

Data Sources
This study was performed using U.S. Census County Business Patterns data for

Franklin, Hampshire and Hampden Counties from 2000 and 2005, as well as CBP data
for the entire U.S. as the reference area. While it would have been desirable for the
method to include personal surveys of businesses and residents, the level of detail and
effort required for such economic surveys are not feasible in a region of this size or
within a study of this scope.
The shift from the Standard Industry Classification (SIC) system to NAICS
effectively limits the available CBP information to the years 2000 and later because
category conversion and re-aggregation from SIC to NAICS were not possible within the
scope study (Yuskavage 2007). Feser et al. (2008) note that while not ideal, the use of
CBP data from 2000 and 2005 offers roughly comparable years in terms of overall
economic growth (avoiding potentially distorted data during the economic downturns of
2002 and 2003 that followed the terrorist attacks of 2001), as well as the turning point
from the rapid expansion of the 1990s to the more modest growth seen since the turn of
the century.
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4.4

NAICS 1997 to 2002 Conformity
NAICS was developed jointly by the U.S., Canada and Mexico to provide

comparable industrial categories for the reporting and analysis of business activity in
North America. The system was implemented in 1992 to replace the Standard Industry
Classification (SIC) system used by the U.S. for more than 50 years. Yuskavage (2007)
says NAICS “more consistently classifies establishments into industries on the basis of
similar production processes, it recognizes new and emerging industries, and it provides
greater detail for the services sector.” Refinements have been made to NAICS categories
at five-year intervals to reflect structural changes in the North American economy. These
changes are significant to this study because the 2000 CBP data used is reported
according to 1997 NAICS codes, while the 2005 CBP data is reported according to 2002
NAICS codes.
To provide consistency for the portions of analysis in this study that involve
comparing 2000 and 2005 data, the 2000 data (which is reported in 1997 NAICS
categories) has been matched to the 2005 data (which is reported in the 2002 NAICS
codes). This task was completed by the author according to correspondence tables
provided by the U.S. Census (2002). The restructured categories involve
telecommunications and internet businesses, as well as wholesale and retail trade; this is
significant because, as service industries, these businesses are potential sources of import
substitution.
(CBP data for 2000 in the construction subsectors (NAICS 236 through 238)
contained errors and was therefore not available for analysis. Therefore, construction
growth information is not reported and this subsector is not part of the analysis.)
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4.5

NAICS Data Suppression and Estimation
To comply with federal laws, the U.S. Census may not report any employment

and annual payroll information that would identify individuals or businesses. Therefore,
it is common practice for researchers to estimate this suppressed data.
Isserman and Westervelt (2006) note: “CBP does not include all employment. It
covers private, nonfarm employment but omits agricultural production employees, most
government employees, self-employed individuals, employees of private households, and
railroad employees.” These are significant shortcomings for the study area, which has a
longstanding agricultural heritage and one of the highest percentages of self-employed
persons in New England (PVPC 2007).
In regions where there may be just one or a few businesses in one NAICS
category, compliance with the government’s confidentiality directive requires the
suppression of employment and payroll information—totaling up to 1.5 million jobs
nationwide. Employment and payroll information that has been suppressed is marked
with a flag (see Appendix A-1 for suppression flag codes indicating the size of the
establishments for which employment data was suppressed). Not only may employment
be significant in these categories, but the industries may be good import substitution
candidates. In the case of the Springfield MSA, there were 2,345 suppressed employment
data flags in the CBP data for 2000 and 2005.
In circumstances where time and resources permit, data uncertainty from
suppression can be greatly reduced by using the two-stage estimation technique described
by Isserman and Westervelt (2006), which utilizes the ranges of the flag categories and
the hierarchical structure of the NAICS codes themselves to fine tune estimates. Their
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method reduces uncertainty by 63 to 71% in the three flag categories (A, B and C)
reported in the Springfield MSA CBP data. Unfortunately, it was not feasible for the
author to apply this method to the 2,345 suppressed flags in the CPB data for the region.
(Estimates of suppressed CPB employment data produced using the Isserman-Westervelt
method is available commercially but could not be acquired for this study.)
Another solution to the data suppression problem would be to use confidential
Massachusetts unemployment compensation information, known as ES-202 data
(“Employment Security” data, so named for the employer report form number). This data
is regarded by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and many others as the most accurate
information source for employment research. Some states, such as Maine, make this
information available to researchers; however, Massachusetts does not (other than at
highly aggregated industry levels at which data suppression is a problem).
Instead, this study uses the midpoint of the U.S. Census-provided flag range as the
employment estimate, a method used by Porter (2003) and others. Estimates for
suppressed data were made by taking the midpoint of the employee size of the
establishment(s) under which a suppressed data flag was reported and imputing an
employment subtotal. For example, if a “B” flag (20 to 99 jobs suppressed) were shown
for the study region’s forestry and logging industry (NAICS code 113), then an
employment estimate of 59 was used (59 being the nearest whole integer midpoint
between 20 and 99 employees). This estimation was performed at the three- and six-digit
NAICS levels (employment repeated at four-and five-digit intermediate aggregation
NAICS levels was not double counted). The addition of this estimated employment data
to the CBP data increased total employment in the study region in 2005 from 253,682 to
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332,396. This total was then checked against ES-202 employment data reported in the
2005 CEDS Annual reports of the Pioneer Valley Planning Commission (which serves
Hampshire and Hampden Counties) and the Franking Regional Council of Government
(which serves Franklin County). The results of this comparison, summarized below,
indicate that the mid-point estimation method used by this study yielded a total
employment for the Springfield MSA within approximately 8% of the ES-202 total.
However, accuracy may vary at more disaggregated NAICS levels, a potential variance
that cannot be checked, as the CEDS reports do not give ES-202 data below the two-digit
NAICS level.
Table 4-5: Study Area Suppressed Data Estimation Accuracy
2005 CPB Reported employment
2005 Estimate of suppressed employment
Total

253,682
78,714
332,396

2005 ES-202 data reported in CEDS

360,482

Difference
Accuracy

4.6

28,086
7.79%

Economic Base Theory Method
The economic base method is a location quotient analysis performed on the 2000

and 2005 CBP employment data at the three-digit NAICS level. The location quotient
technique was selected because it can be helpful in highlighting regional inefficiencies
and assist in focusing on potential import substitution opportunities (Bendavid-Val 1991).
Location quotients are most useful when industry sectors are disaggregated to at least the
three-digit NAICS level (McLean and Voytek 1995). Therefore, for this study, location
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quotients were initially calculated for employment, annual payroll and number of
business establishments all three-digit level 2002 NAICS categories. See Appendices
A-2, A-3, A-4 and A-5 for location quotient assumption calculations and related
information. Findings are reported in Chapter 5.
4.6.1

EBT Criteria 1: Below Average Industry Specialization

To identify import substitution opportunities at the three-digit NAICS level, this
study adapted the method developed by Persky et al. (1993, hereafter “Persky”). Persky
set three basic criteria for identifying candidate industries for import substitution. The
first was an industry specialization threshold, as measured by the location quotient in the
most recent reference year, of less than 0.9. The rationale for this threshold is that an
industry with an LQ<0.9 is under-represented in the region. (In addition to calculating
industry LQs using the nation as a reference area Persky also calculated LQs using a
super-region reference area consisting of 14 Chicago area counties; however, a superregion reference area was not used for this study).
4.6.2 EBT Criteria 2: Growth
Persky’s second criteria was whether or not there was growth, defined as increase
in an industry’s LQ of at least 0.03 (3%) between reference years (which were 1983 and
1986, in Persky’s case). This threshold was modified to 0.05 (5%) for this study, to
reflect the five-year interval between reference years for this study (2000 to 2005), for an
average LQ increase of 0.01 (1%) per year.
The rationale for this criteria, while not explicitly stated by Persky, appears to be
that industries exhibiting faster rates of growth are desirable targets for import
substitution because the process of adding capacity is already in motion. This is also
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similar to cluster literature which identifies growing industries as “emerging” and at an
earlier stage in the lifecycle of the industry—and therefore will have greater longevity
than an industry that is mature or in decline.
4.6.3

EBT Criteria 3: Sufficient Industry Presence

Persky’s third criteria was an industry employment threshold of at least 1,000 jobs
to “guarantee some impact.” Persky did not elaborate on this metric, either, but his
rationale appears to be that a minimum employment threshold would help ensure that
sufficient productive capacity exists within an industry for growth. The Springfield,
Massachusetts MSA has a much smaller population than the metro Chicago area which
with Persky was concerned. Employment in the Chicago MSA was approximately 4.3
million in 2005, versus 254,000 in the Springfield MSA (using nonadjusted CBP figures).
A strict proportional reduction from Persky’s 1,000-job threshold (which he
admitted is somewhat arbitrary) would therefore be about 59 jobs in the Springfield
MSA, a level that may be too low to address the “impact” concern or be very accurate,
given the fact that estimated employment data is included (which raises total employment
to 332,000 in 2005).
Therefore, a threshold of 100 jobs was used as the employment threshold criteria
for this study. This figure was selected by filtering and reviewing all 4-digit NAICS
industry categories in the Springfield MSA in 2005. This review found there were
approximately 25 four-digit NAICS industries with 50 or less employees, but
approximately 75 industries if the threshold were raised to 100 employees. This exercise
suggested that the 100-employee threshold would be likely to insure there would be a
sufficient pool of industries for consideration.
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4.7

Other EBT Methods Considered
Persky’s three-threshold method is conceptually similar to one created and

applied by Shuman in his leakage analyses of St. Lawrence County (2003), the Katahdin
region of Maine (2005) and Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts (2007). In those studies,
Shuman used location quotients to estimate the number of additional jobs that would
come to the study area if employment in under-represented industries (i.e., LQs <1) were
increased to the national average. Shuman’s central premise is that to be self-reliant, an
industry’s specialization within a region should not vary “considerably” from the rate of
specialization in the national economy. However, he does not account for growth over
time (he examines data from just one year) or set an employment threshold criteria.
Shuman takes the results of his location quotient analysis and applies input-output
multipliers to the gap between an industry’s specialization and the national average to
calculate the potential increase in employment and regional income if a predetermined
percentage of spending currently going to exports were shifted to locally produced goods.
In the case of St. Lawrence County, Shuman examines the region’s input-output
multipliers contained in the Bureau of Economic Analysis’ Regional Economic
Information System (REIS) model and estimates regional income for industries at the
three-digit NAICS level. He then compares the income to the New York state and U.S.
national reference areas to identify industries performing below average. These are his
import substitution candidates (with some weeding out of sectors based on localized
factors such as natural resource availability). Using BEA’s Regional Input-Output
Modeling System multipliers, Shuman then calculates the additional income that would
accrue to each resident of the region if each of the candidate industries performed at the
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same level as the national average: approximately $495,000 in new revenue and 14,000
new jobs. He says this leakage could be added back into region’s existing $1.4 billion of
annual income and 45,406 jobs, offering a preliminary assessment that: “Import
replacement in St. Lawrence County could double the size of the local economy and put
all the unemployed people in the county back to work.”
Shuman’s method appears to drastically overestimate the leakage that could be
recaptured. Yet he suggests that crosshauling in “many” industries may cause a further
underestimation of import substitution opportunities in the candidate industries he has
identified, and so there may actually be even more ways to recapture leakage than he has
found. However, he acknowledges numerous limitations to achieving the doubling of the
local economy, such as an industry’s dependence on imported energy. Further, he does
not address cluster analysis using any of the existing frameworks. Therefore, while the
author is indebted to Shuman for inspiration and the consideration of the importance of
leakage, this study does not incorporate his methods.
Swenson (2006) is also interested in the possibilities of import substitution.
However, his method is not geared to identify possible industries for import substitution
but rather to estimate the benefits that increased spending in an industry that he has
already selected, namely fruit and vegetable production in Iowa. Therefore, Swenson’s
method does not offer application for this study.
Mathematic calculations and chart production for the location quotient analysis
were performed using Microsoft Excel 2003. No adjustments were made for regional
productivity differences, regional consumption differences, national exports or
crosshauling. (See Klosterman 1990 for discussion of these adjustment methods.)
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4.8

Industrial Cluster Analysis Method
Industry clusters are groups of industries with strong relationships based on trade,

knowledge spillover and geographic proximity. Many authors have contributed to define
and quantify these general aspects of cluster relationships using more specific criteria,
such as upstream/downstream trade relationships, proximity and innovation (often
measured by numbers of patents). However, many organizations and agencies use the
cluster term and concept quite loosely, and in some cases incorrectly.
In this study, ‘clusters’ refers specifically to the 45 national value chain industry
templates developed by Feser and described in his 2004 article “An Updated Set of
Benchmark Value Chains for the United States 1997”. Feser uses input-output analysis to
identify intermediate purchasing and sales patterns in the Benchmark Input-Output
Accounts of the United States for 1997. He created these 45 clusters using a customized
algorithm to define a strength-of-linkage measure for all pairs of input-output sectors in
the national economy and then applying with a hierarchical clustering algorithm. The full
method is described in the 2004 article.
This study selected Feser value chain clusters because of their potential
applicability across a wide range of types of regions. Also, the value chain clusters were
developed using public BEA Regional Input Modeling Systems (RIMS) data and were
available in electronic format (Excel spreadsheet) at no cost.
Figure 4-8 is a list of cluster descriptions. A full listing of each of the 45 clusters
and their component NAICS industries is quite lengthy, as the number of six-digit
NAICS industries per cluster ranges from 4 to 200, and many industries are in more than
one cluster. The full list of is available by email upon request (delvin@larp.umass.edu).
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Table 4-8: Value Chain Cluster Template Descriptions
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Cluster Description
Textiles & apparel
Packaged food products
Plastics & rubber manufacturing
Aluminum & aluminum products
Basic health services
Mining
Farming
Construction
Financial services & insurance
Chemical-based products
Machine tools
Precision instruments
Printing & publishing
Metalworking & fabricated metal products
Dairy products
Nondurable industry machinery
Computer and electronic equipment
Wood products & furniture
Construction machinery & distribut. equip.
Wood processing
Paper
Concrete, brick building products

ID
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Cluster Description
Motor vehicles
Wood building products
Plastics products
Feed products
Arts and media
Management, higher education, hosp.
Information services
Petroleum and gas
Business services
Grain milling
Rubber products
Glass products
Pharmaceuticals
Steel milling
Nonresidential building products
Tobacco
Optical equipment and instruments
Appliances
Copper and copper products
Hotels and transportation services
Aerospace
Breweries and distilleries
Leather products

Estimates of suppressed employment were made, as with the economic base
location quotient analysis. From these employment totals, the relative specialization of
each cluster was calculated for the region for the two study years, 2000 and 2005. This
was accomplished using the location quotient technique; however, it is important to note
that the reference employment totals used to calculate the LQs for each cluster were for
the rate of the respective cluster’s specialization in the national economy. That is,
regional cluster specialization was compared to national cluster specialization.
4.8.1

Cluster Method Step 1: Identification of Mature/Emerging Clusters

The first step of the cluster method was to develop criteria to identify mature or
emerging clusters. This is based on the rationale that the longest-lasting and/or most
viable import substitution opportunities will be found within clusters that are stable or
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growing—and likely to exist for some time to come. Therefore, two criteria were set for
selecting candidate value chain cluster templates: 1) a cluster was considered to be
mature if the average location quotient for all its industries was greater than 1.25; and
2) a cluster was considered to be emerging if it grew at a rate faster than the cluster grew
nationally or if its rate of decline was less than the national average.
This study then adapted the method developed by Feser et al. (2008) in their
application of value chain clusters to the economy of Maine between the years 2000 and
2005. In that study, the authors compare the state’s rate of employment growth in each of
the 45 clusters to that of the U.S. as a whole, as well as the change in regional
specialization, as revealed by the change in the average location quotient for all the
industries that comprise the cluster.
4.8.2

Cluster Method Step 2: Identification of Under-represented or

Growing Cluster Components
Once candidate clusters (strong and/or emerging) were identified, the study set
about identifying the ‘missing pieces’ in these clusters. The rationale for this part of the
method is illustrated by Terkla’s (2002) summary of a Massachusetts example in which
cluster analysis proved useful in identifying gaps in a manufacturing industrial cluster.
A study of the plastics industry in Fitchburg/Leominster area showed that focusing on
increasing business in market niches, rather than mass production, led to the spin offs of
new profitable businesses. In this case, niches are areas where the local industry may be
under-specialized (relative to the national average) or growing such that there are still
significant opportunities to capture market share.
This ‘missing piece’ analysis was accomplished by applying the Persky criteria
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from the EBT method to the six-digit NAICS industries within the mature/emerging
clusters. This is appropriate because, as noted above, missing pieces are characterized by
under-specialization and above-average growth. Because of the time and resources
constraints of this study, this analysis could not be applied to all mature/ emerging
clusters in the region. Therefore, the following criteria were applied to three selected
mature/emerging value chain clusters:
1) LQ ≤0.9 in 2005
2) employment growth ≥ 5% from 2000 to 2005
3) employment of at least 100 jobs in 2005

4.8.3

Cluster Method Step 3: Identification of Critical ‘Missing Pieces’

The third step of the cluster method analysis takes advantage of Feser’s use of
z-scores to rank the six-digit NAICS industries within each value chain cluster according
to their level of economic participation (through input-output relationships) with the other
industries within the cluster. This offers a relatively straightforward opportunity to see
which industries are most central to the vitality of the cluster. Industries with higher
z-scores but relatively low levels of employment specialization (as reported by their LQs)
may be considered to be more acutely missed than industries further down the cluster,
and therefore should be the first targets for import substitution.
Mathematic calculations and chart production for the industry cluster analysis
described above were performed using Microsoft Excel 2003. No adjustments were made
for regional productivity differences, regional consumption differences, national exports
or crosshauling. Z-scores were obtained from the Feser value chain templates and were
not calculated by the author. Findings are reported in Chapter 6.
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4.9

Other Cluster Methods Considered
A growing number of economic development agencies and consultants are

creating their own clusters. The U.S. Economic Development Administration notes the
growing popularity of the cluster method for addressing a variety of regions. For
example: in Indiana, Unlocking Rural Competitiveness; in Phoenix, Arizona, Cluster
Analysis: A New Tool for Understanding the Role of the Inner City; and in Connecticut,
a statewide approach in Connecticut's Economic Competitiveness Strategy. These
clusters, like Feser’s value chains, combine functionally related industries as defined by
NAICS but recombined according to econometric and qualitative investigation that is
contextual to the region.
Porter (2003) used 1996 CBP data to create a set of 41 traded industry clusters
created “pragmatically” by starting with small groups of “obviously related” industries
and tracing correlations to other industries. Porter corrects for spurious correlations to the
degree possible, and then proceeds to use national input-output data from BEA to identify
“meaningful” cross-industry flows. The result was 41 clusters with an average of 29
industries in each; many industries overlap, resulting in total cluster-based employment
of 204% of the region’s actual total. However, Porter does not make available the subindustry composition (including NAICS codes) of his 41 clusters. Therefore, it was not
possible to utilize his method.

4.10

Limits and Delimitations
This section discusses issues that limit the internal validity of this study and those

that delimit its generalizability to other regions or applications.
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4.10.1 Limits
The main limitation of this study is its reliance on the three-digit NAICS
industries and the value chain cluster templates as comparable first steps toward reaching
the six-digit NAICS levels. These categories are based on product categories created by
the U.S. Economic Classification Policy Committee to be consistent with a “single
economic concept” that like products and services should be, and therefore are, grouped
together (U.S. Census 2008). In the case of this study, the EBT method relies on
hierarchical aggregation, but the cluster method is organized around the varying levels of
inter-industry economic participation. Because the principal analysis of this study took
place at the six-digit NAICS level, an improved method would perform the analysis at
that level for both the EBT and cluster approaches.
Also, the reliance on the NAICS structure itself imposes structural limits on the
study, chief among these the fact that NAICS requires businesses to report all their
activities as one type of industry—even though many, if not most, firms engage in
activities that involve multiple NAICS businesses. The use of the value chain clusters
addresses this issue to some degree by incorporating a more diverse range of businesses.
However, the clusters utilized by this study are based on six-digit NAICS industries, and
so the structural problem of pigeon-holing businesses into one NAICS category remains.
There are also industry reporting consistency concerns between the study years 2000 and
2005 (see Section 3.6), as well as the unavailability of data prior to 1997 because of the
switchover from SIC to NAICS. These and other concerns are well summarized by
Yuskavage (2007).
Another shortcoming of the method adapted from Persky is the problem of
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crosshauling. A specialization threshold criteria of LQ < 0.9 may not be sensitive to
industries that are actually importing, even though they have an LQ of 0.91 or more. An
example might be a coastal region where ocean fishing employment far exceeds the
national average, resulting in an LQ > 5. Yet the region may still be importing fish
products from other regions because they are less expensive or they fulfill a market
demand that is unmet by ocean fishing (e.g., lake trout). Therefore, fishing could be an
import substitution opportunity if the regional demand for ocean fish could be
increased—even though fishing as an industry has an LQ much greater than 0.9.
Further, the selection of drilldown candidate three-digit industries and
mature/emerging clusters was based on 1) potential similarities between three-digit
industries and clusters in the hope that common industries would emerged (in one case,
one industry did), and 2) the desire to minimize the deviation from the median LQ and
growth of the pack of industries or clusters identified. A more rigorous method to for the
selection of the drilldown candidates would aid the value of this study, as the method
used is somewhat ad hoc.
The issue of suppressed County Business Patterns employment remains a
concern. The estimation method for this study was implemented as accurately as possible,
but the method itself (midpoint estimation) is somewhat crude, there are likely some
author-introduced errors not yet detected. The estimation exercise suggests that
approximately 20% of employment data in the region was suppressed. This will be an
ongoing concern for all smaller regions. Use of ES-202 data or better estimated data are
essential to study regions of this size.
Finally, the study does not include employment or industry data about self-
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employed Schedule C sole proprietors. PVPC estimates that as many as one in five
workers in Hampden and Hampshire Counties are sole proprietors. Further, the type of
work performed by sole proprietors is often suitable for import substitution; therefore, an
effort should be made to incorporate this information in future investigation.
4.10.2 Delimitations
One of the chief delimitations of this study is the fact that is involves a single
region of a given size—yet the issue of import substitution is presented in the literature
and method as one that is of concern to regions of all sizes. Because the findings are true
only for the Springfield, Massachusetts MSA, some generalizations can be made about
similarly sized regions with similar industry diversity in a similar region of the U.S. As
Krugman and Glaeser would be quick to note, there is no spatial dimension to the
methods implemented—yet there is significant literature on geographic advantage that
may be relevant. The goals of the study were perhaps too broadly defined; this study is
better viewed as a first step toward a larger investigation of import substitution.
Structurally, the theoretical framework of this investigation is top-down in nature,
as it is intended to be a generic screening method that can be re-applied in different
regions. Both the NAICS structure and the value chain cluster templates are drawn from
national economic patterns. Therefore, it is important for planners to view this method as
a first step in identifying import substitution candidates for which bottom-up approaches,
such as the development of specialized clusters, could provide even more useful
information.
Finally, the criteria for identifying import substitution candidate industries did not
track well with some of the critical issues raised in Chapter 1, Research Justification. For
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example, the criteria did not incorporate a sensitivity to energy costs or carbon emissions.
The minimum employment requirement of the Persky criteria was an attempt to identify
and include local producers or service providers could operate profitably and capture a
share of an industry’s imports. For example, the agricultural and food manufacturing
categories are two examples often raised by Buy Local advocates of existing industries
that could replace imports in the event of rising fuel prices, especially in areas like the
Springfield MSA where there are still many working farms and significant areas of fertile
land. In addition, the energy sector is an area where little or no industry currently exists in
the Springfield MSA but which could take advantage of existing infrastructure to produce
new or modified products locally to replace imports. NAICS 113 Forestry and Logging is
one possible example: while this industry would not be a candidate for import
substitution because its 2005 LQ was 0.91 and it experienced no growth since 2000,
rapidly rising fossil fuel prices could stimulate market demand for wood-burning heat and
power. However, the criteria and method above would not capture the import substitution
potential of forestry and logging.
Shuman says that examples such as this suggest that many import substitution
opportunities, such as small-scale manufacturing, will not be detected by the economic
base method. In addition, some emerging technologies with significant employment
possibility are linked imperfectly to existing NAICS sectors; biofuels, for example, is
reported under the NAICS “agricultural and forestry support” category, but is perhaps
more appropriately part of energy. Such limitations are a result of this structural flaw in
the method and the underlying economic data reporting conventions upon which it relies.
The location quotient method used in both the EBT and cluster methods has many
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inherent shortcomings. Among the more common general criticisms of the LQ technique
are the assumptions of: 1) equal productivity among all regions; 2) equal consumption
among all regions; 3) no net national exports; and 4) no crosshauling (where a region
both imports and exports the same commodity or service). As Persky candidly admits:
“None of these assumptions is fully defensible.”
Finally, the issue of leakage estimation is not effectively addressed by either
method. Leakage estimates were included only for purposes of illustration. More reliable
leakage estimates would be valuable, especially if coupled with input-output impact
analysis, as Swenson and Shuman have done, to calculate financial scenarios.
In retrospect, many of the concerns outlined in Chapter 1 that provided the
impetus for this study are not directly incorporated in the criteria and metrics.

4.11

Summary
The methods for this study involve the application of criteria to identify import

substitution candidate industries in the Springfield MSA under two approaches: one
rooted in economic base theory and the other in industrial cluster analysis. The threshold
criteria for this study is geared to identify industries that are under-represented in terms of
specialization (i.e., not meeting local demand) but are still growing within the region
present logical opportunities for import substitution. County business pattern data from
2000 and 2005 was refined to include estimates of suppressed employment data and
evaluated to identify these under-represented but growing industries.
The findings of the EBT method are reported in Chapter 5, and those of the
cluster method in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 5
ECONOMIC BASE THEORY METHOD FINDINGS
This chapter reports the findings of the economic base theory (EBT) method
described in Section 4.6 to identify industries that may be candidates for import
substitution policy efforts in the Springfield MSA.

5.1

Candidate Industries Identified by the Economic Base Theory Method
Application of the economic base theory method described in Section 4.6

identified 18 three-digit NAICS industries that may be considered candidates for import
substitution. These industries are presented in Table 5-1a below.
Table 5-1a: Import Substitution Candidates Identified by EBT Method
NAICS
212
236
312
314
315
321
327
334
337
442
492
517
522
523
531
532
551
711

Description
Mining (except oil & gas)
Construction of Buildings
Beverage & tobacco product mfg
Textile product mills
Apparel manufacturing
Wood product mfg
Nonmetallic mineral product mfg
Computer & electronic product mfg
Furniture & related product mfg
Furniture & home furnishing stores
Couriers & messengers
Telecommunications
Credit intermediation & related activities
Security, commodity contracts & like activity
Real estate
Rental & leasing services
Management of companies & enterprises
Performing arts, spectator sports, & related industries
Total employment in candidate 3-digit categories
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EMP
2005
161
3,003
206
377
258
742
606
1,651
1,334
1,464
1,074
2,899
4,923
1,249
2,066
1,070
4,042
745
27,870

LQ
2005
0.29
0.65
0.47
0.81
0.37
0.47
0.45
0.55
0.85
0.89
0.69
0.83
0.54
0.51
0.49
0.59
0.50
0.63

LQ Δ
00-05
0.20
0.07
0.27
0.49
0.33
0.11
0.21
0.14
0.44
0.06
0.64
0.54
0.21
0.33
0.04
0.30
0.04
0.11

The 18 candidate industries presented above are a subset of the 93 three-digit
NAICS industries, which are presented graphically in Figure 5-1b and in table format in
Appendix A-6.
Figure 5-1b: Springfield MSA All Three-digit NAICS Industries
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Descriptions and NAICS codes for the industries represented by each of the
93 bubbles above are given in Appendix Figure A-6.

In this bubble chart figure, the X-axis is the location quotient for 2005; the Y-axis
is the change in location quotient from 2000 to 2005; and the bubble size represents the
number of employees in the industry in 2005 relative to the others shown. The thresholds
for selection of candidate industries are depicted by the dashed lines and shaded area in
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the upper left. Industries with 100 or more employees that appear within the dashedshaded area are considered candidates. These are industries that are underrepresented in
terms of regional specialization but grew at least 5% between 2000 and 2005. Figure 5-1c
focuses on the shaded area shown above in which the 18 candidate industries are located.
(The scale is adjusted so that all industries can be seen.) The 18 candidates are
approximately 18% of the 93 NAICS three-digit industry categories. Total employment
of the 17 candidates is 27,870, which is 8% of the region’s total employment of
approximately 332,000 workers.
Figure 5-1c: Import Substitution Candidate Industries at Three-digit NAICS Level
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According to the logic of the first criteria applied (LQ<0.9), less specialized
industries are more desirable candidates for import substitution because of the implied
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unmet local demand. Indeed, if the employment of these candidate industries were
increased to the point where they actually met local demand (i.e., all industries had
LQs=1), then the region could expect to add another 20,000 jobs to the 27,870 that
currently exist in these sectors. Stated another way, there are 20,000 jobs that are leaking
out of the region. This exercise, performed by Shuman in his 2007 study of Martha’s
Vineyard, is shown below.
Table 5-1d: Potential Unmet Local Employment
Demand (Leakage) in Candidate Industries
2005
EMP

NAICS

DESCRIPTION

212
236
312
314
315
321
327
334
337
442
492
517
522
523
531
532
551
711

Mining (except oil & gas)
Construction of Buildings
Beverage & tobacco product mfg
Textile product mills
Apparel manufacturing
Wood product mfg
Nonmetallic mineral product mfg
Computer & electronic product mfg
Furniture & related product mfg
Furniture & home furnishing stores
Couriers & messengers
Telecommunications
Credit intermediation & related activities
Security, commodity contracts & like activity
Real estate
Rental & leasing services
Management of companies & enterprises
Performing arts, spectator sports, & related

161
3,003
206
377
258
742
606
1,651
1,334
1,464
1,074
2,899
4,923
1,249
2,066
1,070
4,042
745
27,870

2005
LQ
0.29
0.65
0.47
0.81
0.37
0.47
0.45
0.55
0.85
0.89
0.69
0.83
0.54
0.51
0.49
0.59
0.50
0.63

Add'l
EMP if
LQ=1
402
1,607
235
91
438
847
735
1,375
232
181
490
606
4,226
1,210
2,163
744
4,121
433
20,134

Total
EMP if
LQ=1
563
4,610
441
468
696
1,589
1,341
3,026
1,566
1,645
1,564
3,505
9,149
2,459
4,229
1,814
8,163
1,178
48,004

Of course, it may never be possible for some of these industries to reach or exceed
an LQ of 1 because of fixed characteristics of the region. Mining, for example, depends
on the presence of natural resources, and could probably never add 402 jobs. However,
the nature of many of the other industries does suggest that there are likely to be
significant opportunities for meeting local demand.
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Of the 18 candidate industries, the five with the lowest rates of specialization are:
NAICS 212 Mining (LQ=0.29), NAICS 315 Apparel Manufacturing (LQ=0.37), NAICS
327 Nonmetallic Mineral Products (LQ=0.45), NAICS 321 Wood Products (LQ=0.47),
and NAICS 312 Beverages and Tobacco Products (LQ=0.47). Total employment in these
five industries, which have an average LQ of .41, was 1,973 in 2005. This is
approximately one-fourth of the total employment of the five candidates industries with
the highest rates of specialization (7,148 jobs and average LQ=0.81): NAICS 422
Furniture and Home Furnishing Stores (LQ=0.89), NAICS 337 Furniture and Related
Products Manufacturing (LQ=0.85), NAICS 517 Telecommunications (LQ=0.83),
NAICS 314 Textile Products (LQ=0.81), and NAICS 492 Couriers and Messengers
(LQ=0.69).
For comparison, the least specialized of all 93 three-digit industries in the region
are NAICS 481 Air Transportation (LQ=0.01), NAICS 386 Transportation Equipment
Manufacturing (LQ=0.04), NAICS 213 Mining Support (LQ=0.05), NAICS 525 Funds
Trusts and Other Financial Vehicles (LQ=0.08), and NAICS 486 Pipeline Transportation
(LQ=0.15). The most specialized of all 93 three-digit industries are: NAICS 322 Paper
Manufacturing (LQ=4.68), NAICS 339 Miscellaneous Manufacturing (LQ=3.70), and
NAICS 332 Fabricated Metal Products (LQ=3.17).
With respect to the second import substitution criteria (minimum 5% growth rate),
the rates of increase for the two fastest growing candidate industries (1264% for NAICS
492 Couriers and Messengers, and 737% increase for NAICS 315 Apparel
Manufacturing) are so large compared to the other candidates that they must be
considered outliers or errors. If we disregard these, the fastest growing industries were
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NAICS 212 Mining (228% increase), NAICS 523 Security and Commodity Contracts
and Like Activity (192% increase), NAICS 517 Telecommunications (187% increase),
NAICS 314 Textile Products (153% increase), and NAICS 312 Beverage and Tobacco
Products (137% increase). Total employment in these five fastest growing industries was
4,892 jobs. Significantly, two of these industries (NAICS 212 Mining and NAICS 312
Beverage and Tobacco Products) are also among the least specialized noted previously.
With respect to the third criteria (employment >100 jobs), the largest single
industry identified as a candidate for import substitution is NAICS 522 Credit
Intermediation and Related Financial Services, with 4,923 jobs. This is approximately
one-fourth the size of the region’s two largest three-digit employment sectors, NAICS
722 Food Services and Drinking Places (20,970 jobs) and NAICS 611 Educational
Services (19,900 jobs). Of the 93 three-digit industries, Credit Intermediation and Related
Financial Services ranks 23rd in employment, but drops to 58th in regional specialization,
with a 2005 LQ of 0.54. This is significantly lower than the other large employment
three-digit categories: the majority of other three-digit sectors with employment
exceeding 5,000 jobs all have LQs greater than 0.8, and several exceed 1.5.

5.2

Example Candidate Industry Investigation
Based on the findings above, the following three-digit industries were selected for

further investigation at the six-digit level: NAICS 321 Wood Products, NAICS 334
Computers and Electronics, and NAICS 522 Credit Intermediation and Related
Industries. These industries represent three generally different types of industrial activity:
manufacturing, technology, and services. They also have specialization and growth rates
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that are near the median of the 18 candidate industries. Further, these industries are
similar to several of the mature/emerging value chain clusters identified during the
second part of this study, thereby offering opportunities to compare how the EBT and
cluster methods handle similar industrial activities at more disaggregated levels.
5.2.1 EBT Candidate Example 1: Wood Products
The three-digit wood products industry is an aggregation of 14 six-digit NAICS
categories. Those present in the study area are shown in Figure 5-2-1a below; all
industries in this cluster are shown in Table 5-2-1b on the next page.

Figure 5-2-1a: EBT Candidate 1-Wood Products Industries in Study Area
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Table 5-2-1b: EBT Candidate 1-All NAICS 321 Wood Products Industries
NAICS
321
321113
321114
321211
321212
321213
321214
321219
321911
321912
321918
321920
321991
321992
321999

DESCRIPTION
Wood product mfg
Sawmills
Wood preservation
Hardwood veneer and plywood mfg
Softwood veneer & plywood mfg
Engineered wood member (except truss) mfg
Truss mfg
Reconstituted wood product mfg
Wood window and door mfg
Cut stock, resawing lumber, and planing
Other millwork (including flooring)
Wood container & pallet mfg
Manufactured home (mobile home) mfg
Prefabricated wood building mfg
All other miscellaneous wood product mfg

EMP
2005
742
298
104
2
0
0
104
0
39
7
27
109
0
4
48

LQ
2005
0.47
1.00
2.88
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.80
0.00
0.17
0.07
0.21
0.73
0.00
0.05
0.43

LQ Δ
00-05
0.11
0.25
1.09
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.56
0.00
0.01
-0.05
0.01
-0.01
0.00
0.05
0.05

Leakage analysis shows that an additional 1,307 jobs would be needed to fulfill
the theoretically unmet local demand for the 3-digit sector—nearly double the existing
employment (calculations shown in Appendix A-8). If the original three import
substitution criteria are applied to the six-digit level industries that aggregate to the threedigit level, just one industry qualifies as a candidate: NAICS 321214 Truss
Manufacturing. Notably, NAICS 321113 Sawmills and NAICS 321920 Wood Containers
and Pallets lie just outside the criteria thresholds and so could be considered import
substitution candidates if the thresholds are relaxed slightly.
It is interesting to note that the import substitution criteria do not identify the
obviously “missing pieces” in this group of three-digit industries. There are four
industries with no employment and three others with very low job numbers and rates of
specialization. Among these are the veneer and plywood industries. Similarly, low
employment in other categories related to interior building construction, window and
door manufacturing, are not picked up by the method. In this case, it is the industries
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involved in less skilled or finely detailed work, such as trusses or containers and pallets,
that exhibit the employment and specialization rates that meet the threshold criteria.
Further understanding of why interior and more highly skilled industries are not present
would be valuable to understanding how import substitution policies could more
effectively be targeted within the wood products industry; however, this method does not
provide a way to identify those ‘missing pieces.’
5.2.2 EBT Candidate Example 2: Computers and Electronics
The NAICS 334 Computers and Electronics industry is an aggregation of 30 sixdigit categories. Of these, the 17 with an employment presence in the Springfield MSA
are shown in Figure 5-2-2a. All six-digit industries (including those with no employment)
are show in Table 5-2-2b on the next page.
Figure 5-2-2a: EBT Candidate 2-Computers & Electronics Industries in Study Area
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Table 5-2-2b: EBT Candidate 2: All NAICS 334-Computers & Electronics Industries
NAICS
334
334111
334112
334113
334119
334210
334220
334290
334310
334411
334412
334413
334414
334415
334416
334417
334418
334419
334510
334511
334512
334513
334514
334515
334516
334517
334518
334519
334611
334612
334613

DESCRIPTION
Computer & electronic product mfg
Electronic computer mfg
Computer storage device mfg
Computer terminal mfg
Other computer peripheral equipment mfg
Telephone apparatus mfg
Radio, TV broadcast & wireless comm. equip. mfg
Other communications equipment mfg
Audio & video equipment mfg
Electron tube mfg
Bare printed circuit board mfg
Semiconductor & related device mfg
Electronic capacitor mfg
Electronic resistor mfg
Electronic coil, transformer, oth inductor mfg
Electronic connector mfg
Printed circuit assembly (electronic assembly) mfg
Other electronic component mfg
Electromedical apparatus mfg
Search, detection, navigation, guidance, aeronautical,
and nautical system and instrument mfg
Automatic environmental control mfg
Instruments and related products mfg for measuring,
displaying, and controlling industries
Total fluid meter & counting device mfg
Electricity measuring, testing instrument mfg
Analytical laboratory instrument mfg
Irradiation apparatus mfg
Watch, clock & part mfg
Other measuring & controlling device mfg
Software reproducing
Prerecorded compact disc (except software), tape, and
record reproducing
Magnetic and optical recording media mfg

EMP
2005
1,651
2
0
0
83
74
183
7
7
0
0
0
0
0
60
0
374
192
9
374

LQ
2005
0.55
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.59
0.81
0.73
0.13
0.12
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.96
0.00
1.69
1.13
0.05
0.91

LQ Δ
00-05
0.14
0.01
-0.02
0.00
0.59
0.81
0.00
0.02
0.07
0.00
-0.07
0.00
-0.66
0.00
0.44
-0.02
1.68
-1.53
-2.54
0.91

2
204

0.05
1.84

0.05
0.29

0
2
60
0
0
16
0
2

0.00
0.02
0.67
0.00
0.00
0.19
0.00
0.03

0.00
-0.19
0.20
-0.06
0.00
0.11
0.00
0.03

0

0.00

0.00

Leakage analysis shows that another 2,214 jobs would be theoretically be needed
in this sector if all industries were fulfilling the currently unmet local demand.
None of six-digit industries of this group meets the original import substitution
criteria that was applied at the three-digit level. Further, 13 of the 30 industries have no
employment at all. It appears that this group of industries was able to meet the growth
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and minimum employment criteria at the three-digit level because of the relatively high
employment and LQs of just three industries: NAICS 334119 Other Computer Peripheral
Equipment Manufacturing, NAICS 334210 Telephone Apparatus Manufacturing and
NAICS 334511 Search, Detection Navigation, Guidance, Aeronautical and Nautical
Systems and Instrument Manufacturing. Employment in these three categories was 531
jobs, or approximately one-third of the total for the group. Significantly, nearly all
employment figures shown are estimates of suppressed data, which suggest that there are
a small number of companies in these industries and that the potential for error is great.
5.2.3

EBT Candidate 3-Credit Intermediation & Related Industries

NAICS 522 Credit Intermediation and Related Industries is an aggregation of 14
six-digit categories. Those present in the study area are shown in Figure 5-2-3a. All sixdigit industries in this cluster are shown in Table 5-2-3b on the next page.
Figure 5-2-3a: EBT Candidate 3: NAICS 522-Credit Intermediation & Related
Industries in Study Area
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Table 5-2-3b: EBT Candidate 3: All NAICS 522Credit Intermediation & Related Industries
NAICS

Description

522
522110
522120
522130
522190
522210
522220
522291
522292
522293
522294
522298
522310
522320

Credit intermediation & related activities
Commercial banking
Savings institutions
Credit unions
Other depository credit intermediation
Credit card issuing
Sales financing
Consumer lending
Real estate credit
International trade financing
Secondary market financing
All other nondepository credit intermediation
Mortgage and nonmortgage loan brokers
Financial transactions processing, reserve, and
clearinghouse activities
Other credit intermediation activities

522390

EMP
2005
4,923
1,495
1,904
418
0
9
85
74
213
0
0
31
26
4

LQ
2005
0.54
0.33
2.68
0.62
0.00
0.05
0.23
0.24
0.19
0.00
0.00
0.20
0.06
0.01

LQ Δ
00-05
0.21
0.22
-0.64
0.19
0.00
0.05
0.05
0.18
-0.05
0.00
0.00
-0.80
0.00
0.01

34

0.13

0.10

With employment of approximately 4,923 jobs, this 3-digit service industry
accounts for nearly 18% of all candidate industry employment. However, leakage
analysis suggests that another 9,048 jobs would theoretically be needed to fulfill currently
unmet local demand in this sector.
The two largest employment contributing six-digit industries are NAICS 522110
Commercial Banking and NAICS 522120 Savings Institutions. It may be significant that
Commercial Banking specialization grew (LQΔ=0.22) relative to the national average
while Savings Institution specialization dropped dramatically (LQΔ= -0.64). It would be
important to know if this change was the result of industry restructuring or simply a
reclassification of jobs in the Savings Institutions sector to Commercial Banking.
Application of the original import substitution criteria identifies NAICS 522110
Commercial Banking and NAICS 522113 Credit Unions as candidate industries.
However, NAICS 522220 Sales Financing and NAICS 522291 Consumer Lending may
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be candidates because, while they fall somewhat short of the 100-job threshold, they are
under-specialized and appear to be growing.
Two of industries with no employment are NAICS 522293 International Trade
Financing and NAICS 522294 Secondary Market Financing, which is consistent with the
fact that these industries are generally only found in major financial centers.
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CHAPTER 6
INDUSTRIAL CLUSTER ANALYSIS METHOD FINDINGS
This chapter reports the findings of the industrial cluster analysis method for
identifying import substitution candidates described in Section 4.8.

6.1

Import Substitution Mature/Emerging Clusters Identified
Application of the industry cluster method described began with the identification

of value chain cluster groups that may be considered mature (LQ≥1.25 in 2005) or
emerging (LQΔ>0). The 17 clusters meeting these thresholds are shown below.
Table 6-1a: Mature and/or Emerging Value Chain Clusters in the Springfield MSA
VC#
1
3
6
8
11
12
15
17
18
20
21
25
29
31
33
34
39

Cluster Description

EMP 2005

Textiles & apparel
Plastics & rubber manufacturing
Mining
Construction
Machine tools
Precision instruments
Dairy products
Computer and electronic equipment
Wood products & furniture
Wood processing
Paper
Plastics products
Information services
Business services
Rubber products
Glass products
Optical equipment and instruments
Employment participation in
mature/emerging clusters

1,253
2,148
128
8,984
7,261
1,333
1,261
2,092
806
1,231
5,233
4,712
22,061
40,405
2,458
870
3,812
106,048

LQ 2005
0.58
1.25
0.13
0.46
2.31
1.36
1.83
0.62
0.45
0.52
3.66
1.86
0.57
0.52
1.63
0.93
3.24

LQΔ
00-05
0.02
0.15
0.02
1.00
-0.29
0.05
0.27
0.08
0.03
0.11
-0.85
-0.10
0.11
0.05
0.22
0.14
0.60

To provide context, Figure 6-1b displays all 45 value chain clusters in the study
area from which the 17 mature/emerging clusters were identified. Employment and
growth information for all 45 clusters is presented in Appendices A-7 and A-8.
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Calculation of theoretical job leakage at this level was not performed, as several
industries are contained in one or more clusters and counted multiple times. This is also
the case for the “Employment participation in mature/emerging clusters” figure shown in
the table above: it is the nature of clusters that disaggregated industries are participants in
more than one cluster. Therefore, the totaling of cluster employment is not performed.
Figure 6-1b: Value Chain Clusters in the Springfield MSA 2005
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Descriptions and NAICS codes for the industries represented by each of the
45 bubbles above are provided in Appendices A-7 and A-8.
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3.50

Mature value chain clusters are represented in Quadrants 1 and 4, while emerging
clusters appear in Quadrant 2. Figure 6-1-c presents the 17 mature/emerging value chain
clusters only. Appendices A-9 and A-10 present the data and screening for all 45 clusters.
Figure 6-1c: Mature and Emerging Value Chain Clusters in Springfield MSA
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Of the 17 clusters shown above, 14 have positive growth rates (varying from 2%
to 60%) and are therefore considered to be emerging. The remaining three clusters with
negative growth rates (VC#25-Plastic Products, VC#11-Machine Tools, and VC#21Paper) were included because their LQs exceeded 1.25 and were therefore considered
mature—and their rates of growth, while negative, did not decline as much as the national
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average for the respective cluster. Nine of the 17 clusters had LQs of 1.25 or less (ranging
from 1.25 to 0.13). The remaining eight clusters had LQs ranging from 1.36 (VC#12Precision Instruments) to 3.24 (VC#39-Optical Equipment and Instruments).
The 17 mature/emerging clusters display a diversity of industry types. Four may
be considered technology-oriented (VC#12-Precision Instruments, VC#17-Computer and
Electronic Equipment, VC#29-Information Services, and VC#39-Optical Equipment and
Instruments). Eight are related to manufacturing (VC#1-Textiles and Apparel, VC#3Plastics and Rubber Manufacturing, VC#18-Wood Products and Furniture, VC#20-Wood
Processing, VC#21-Paper, VC#33-Rubber Products, and VC#34-Glass Products). One is
a service-oriented industry (VC#31-Business Services), and one is a food industry
(VC#15-Dairy Products). This diversity is approximately proportional to that of the
45 value chain clusters as a whole.
With respect to employment, two clusters stand out with a combined number of
jobs that is approximately 59% of all jobs represented by all 17 cluster candidates:
VC#29-Information Services (22,061 jobs) and VC#31-Business Services (40,405 jobs).
The two clusters involving the fewest number of jobs are VC#6-Mining (128 jobs) and
VC#18-Wood Products and Furniture (806 jobs).
The fastest growing clusters are VC#39-Optical Equipment and Instruments
(LQΔ=0.60), VC#15-Dairy Products (LQΔ=0.27), and VC#22-Rubber Products (LQΔ=0.22).

6.2

Investigation of Candidate Mature/Emerging Clusters
Based on the findings above, three mature/emerging value chain clusters were

selected for investigation at the six-digit NAICS level: VC#20-Wood Processing,
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VC#17-Computers and Electronic Equipment Manufacturing, and VC#29-Information
Services. (Time constraints did not allow investigation of all 17 mature/emerging value
chain clusters, but this would be an important task for future study.)
These three clusters offer some overlap in terms of industry types with the three
examples of EBT import substitution candidate industries investigated in Sections 6.2.1
through 6.2.3. In addition, the rates of specialization and growth of these clusters is near
the median of the 17 mature or emerging clusters, thereby reducing the potential
exaggeration of relying on clusters closer to the mature or emerging threshold criteria.
6.2.1

Cluster Method Candidate 1: VC#20-Wood Processing

Value chain cluster #20-Wood Processing is a group of 19 related industries, of
which 14 are present in the study area. These 14 industries are displayed graphically in
Figure 6-2-1a.
The application of the original Persky criteria is shown in Table 6-2-1b on page
101. Of the 14 six-digit NAICS industries present in this cluster in the study area, only
NAICS 321214 Truss Manufacturing is identified as a candidate. However, if the
specialization and growth criteria are relaxed somewhat (to a 2005 LQ<1.0 and/or a
growth rate of 1%), then NAICS 321113 Sawmills may also be considered a candidate.
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Figure 6-2-1a: Cluster Method Candidate Example 1
VC#20-Wood Processing Industries Present in Study Area
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Table 6-2-1b: Composition of Cluster Method Candidate
VC#20-Wood Processing All Industries
EMP
2005

LQ
2005

LQ Δ
00-05

LQ
≤.9?

LQ Δ
≥.05?

EMP Candi
≥100? -date?

Cluster Total
1,231 0.52
0.11
NAICS Description
113310 Logging
76 0.42
0.31 YES
YES
321113 Sawmills
298 1.00
0.09
YES
YES
321114 Wood preservation
104 2.88
1.09
YES
YES
321211 Hardwood veneer & plywood mfg
2 0.04
0.04 YES
321212 Softwood veneer & plywood mfg
0 0.00
0.00 YES
Engineered wood member
321213
0 0.00
0.00 YES
(exc truss)
321214 Truss mfg
104 0.80
0.42 YES
YES
YES YES
321219 Reconstituted wood product mfg
0 0.00
0.00 YES
321911 Wood window and door mfg
39 0.17
-0.07 YES
321912 Cutstock, resawed lumber, planing
7 0.07
-0.05 YES
321918 Other millwork (incl. flooring)
27 0.21
-0.07 YES
321920 Wood container & pallet mfg
109 0.73
-0.53 YES
YES
321999 Other misc wood product mfg
48 0.43
-0.35 YES
337110 Kitchen cabinet & counter mfg
74 0.19
-0.07 YES
337122 Nonupholstered household furn
23 0.10
-0.02 YES
Household furniture (exc wood &
337125
0 0.00
0.00 YES
metal)
337129 TV, radio, sewing mach. cabinets
0 0.00
0.00 YES
337211 Wood office furniture mfg
2 0.03
0.01 YES
Custom architectural woodwork &
337212
318 3.25
2.07
YES
YES
millwork
Italics indicate the industry could be an import substitution candidate under relaxed thresholds.

The leakage calculation exercise suggests the region would require another 1,265
jobs to meet local demand (i.e., if employment in all industries listed above that currently
have LQs < 1 were to have enough jobs so their LQs=1). Industries with LQs already
greater than 1 are not included in this total (calculations are shown in Appendix A-8).
Moving to the third technique of the cluster method, we examine the rank
ordering of the six-digit industries composing the cluster according to their relative
strength of input-output trade relationships (at the national level). One could argue that
the most important ‘missing pieces’ of a cluster are those industries nearest the top of the
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cluster with the lowest rates of specialization or growth. Thus, in the present example
cluster, this analysis points to NAICS 321211 Hardwood Veneer & Plywood, NAICS
321212 Softwood Veneer & Plywood, and NAICS 321213 Engineered Wood Member
(except trusses) as additional candidates for import substitution. However, we do not
include industries with zero employment, as this would require starting an industry from
scratch—what Jacobs called ‘import replacement’—which is not the subject of this study.
6.2.2

Cluster Method Candidate 2: VC#17-Computers & Electronic Equipment

Value chain cluster #17-Computers and Electronic Equipment is a group of 31
related industries, of which 21 are present in the study area (Figure 6-2-2a, below). All 31
industries in this cluster are shown in Table 6-2-2b on the next page.
Figure 6-2-2a: Composition of Value Chain Candidate 2:
VC#17-Computers and Electronic Equipment Industries in Study Area
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Table 6-2-2b: Value Chain Candidate 2:
VC#17-Computers and Electronic Equipment All Industries
EMP
2005

LQ
2005

LQ Δ
00-05

LQ
≤.9?

LQ Δ
≥.05?

EMP
≥100

Candi
date?

Cluster Total
2,092
0.62
0.08 YES YES
YES
YES
Description
Office machinery manufacturing
32
1.21
1.04
YES
Electronic computer mfg
2
0.02
0.01 YES
Computer storage device mfg
0
0.00 -0.04 YES
Computer terminal mfg
0
0.00
0.00 YES
Other computer peripherals equip
83
0.59
0.58 YES
YES
mfg
334210 Telephone apparatus mfg
74
0.81
0.81 YES
YES
Radio, TV & wireless comm
334220
183
0.73 -0.26 YES YES
YES
YES
equip mfg
334290 Other comm. equip. mfg
7
0.13
0.02 YES
YES
334411 Electron tube mfg
0
0.00
0.00 YES
334412 Bare printed circuit board mfg
0
0.00 -0.16 YES
334413 Semiconductor & related devices
0
0.00
0.00 YES
334414 Electronic capacitor mfg
0
0.00 -0.66 YES
334415 Electronic resistor mfg
0
0.00
0.00 YES
334416 Electr coil, transformers, inductors
60
1.96 -0.80
YES
334417 Electronic connector mfg
0
0.00 -0.02 YES
334418 Printed circuits (electronics) mfg
374
1.69
1.66
YES
YES
334419 Other electronic manufacturing
192
1.13 -1.53
YES
YES
334510 Electromedical apparatus mfg
9
0.05 -5.09 YES
YES
334511 Search, detection, navigation,
374
0.91
0.91
YES
YES
guidance, aeronautical, nautical
system & inst mfg
334513 Instruments and related products
204
1.84
0.29
YES
YES
for measuring, displays &
controlling industries
334515 Electr measuring testing instr. mfg
2
0.02 -0.19 YES
334516 Analytical laboratory instr. mfg
60
0.67
0.05 YES
YES
334517 Irradiation apparatus mfg
0
0.00 -0.06 YES
334518 Watch, clock & part mfg
0
0.00
0.00 YES
334519 Other meas. & controlling devices
16
0.19
0.00 YES
YES
335314 Relay & industrial control mfg
4
0.03
0.02 YES
335999 Other misc electrical equip mfg
147
1.62
1.62
YES
YES
811211 Consumer electronics R&M
182
3.68
2.59
YES
YES
811212 Computer & office machine R&M
49
0.29 -0.09 YES
YES
811213 Communication equipment R&M
2
0.04 -0.14 YES
811219 Other electronic & precision equip
36
0.34
0.10 YES
YES
repair & maint.
Italics indicate the industry could be an import substitution candidate under relaxed thresholds.
NAICS
333313
334111
334112
334113
334119

Leakage analysis shows that an additional 1,054 jobs would theoretically be
needed to satisfy local demand in underrepresented industries in this cluster (excluding
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industries with LQs already exceeding 1.0).
The application of the Persky import substitution criteria is shown in Table
6-2-2b. Of the 21 six-digit NAICS industries of this cluster that are present in the study
area, only one—NAICS 334220 Radio, TV and Wireless Communications Equipment
Manufacturing—is identified as an import substitution candidate. If the specialization and
growth criteria are relaxed (to a 2005 LQ<1.0, a growth rate of 1%, and/or employment
of 50 jobs), then four additional industries may be considered candidates: NAICS 334119
Other Computer Peripherals and Equipment Manufacturing, NAICS 334210 Telephone
Apparatus Manufacturing, NAICS 334511 Search, Detection, Navigation, Guidance,
Aeronautical, Nautical Systems and Instruments Manufacturing, and NAICS 334516
Analytical Laboratory Instrument Manufacturing. Total employment in these five
candidate industries is 774 jobs, roughly one-third of all the jobs involved in the cluster.
It may be important to note that all employment data for all 21 industries present is either
entirely or partially estimated because the actual data was suppressed (see Section 3.7).
In examining the industries near the top of the cluster under the critical “missing
pieces” rationale allowed by the z-score, it is evident that the region lacks employment in
three of the most important industries of this cluster: NAICS 334111 Electronic
Computer Manufacturing (LQ=0.02), NAICS 334112 Computer Storage Device
Manufacturing (LQ=0), and NAICS 334113 Computer Terminal Manufacturing (LQ=0).
Indeed, this cluster’s strength appears to be dependent on the three key industries:
NAICS 334416 Electric Coils, Transformers, Inductors and Other Products
Manufacturing (LQ=1.96), NAICS 334418 Printed Circuits (Electronics) Manufacturing
(LQ=1.69), and NAICS 811211 Consumer Electronics R&M (LQ=3.68).
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6.2.3

Cluster Method Candidate 3: VC#29-Information Services

Value chain cluster #29 is a collection of 120 six-digit NAICS industries.
Unfortunately, growth information (LQΔ 2000 to 2005) could not be calculated for 85 of
the industries because of a lack of conformity between those years in NAICS sectors 423,
424 and 425 (see Section 3.6 NAICS 1997 to 2002 Conformity). Therefore, analysis for
this cluster was limited primarily to data from 2005.
Table 6-2-3a: Top 20 Industries of VC#29-Information Services
NAICS
518210
541513
541519
541512
541511
511210
811211
811212
811213
811219
514110
514120
514191
514199
513310
513321
513322
513330
513340
513390

DESCRIPTION
Information Services
Data processing services
Computer facilities management services
Other computer related services
Computer systems design services
Custom computer programming services
Software publishers
Consumer electronics repair and maint
Computer & office machine repair-maint
Communication equip repair-maint
Other electr & prec equip repair-maint
News syndicates
Libraries and archives
On-line information services
All other information services
Wired telecommunications carriers
Paging
Cellular, other wireless telecom
Telecommunications resellers
Satellite telecommunications
Other telecommunications

EMP
2005
22,061
1,249
9
21
137
285
250
182
49
2
36
0
95
46
2
1,280
0
160
38
0
0

LQ
2005
0.57
1.15
0.03
0.07
0.10
0.22
0.29
3.68
0.29
0.04
0.34
0.00
1.09
0.28
0.05
0.65
0.00
0.23
0.39
0.00
0.00

LQΔ
00-05

0.03
-0.24
-0.19
-0.10
2.59
-0.09
-0.14
0.10

[…] 100 additional sectors below not shown; all have z-scores <3.265
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zscore
5.315
5.309
5.309
4.912
4.824
4.748
3.844
3.844
3.844
3.844
3.379
3.379
3.379
3.379
3.265
3.265
3.265
3.265
3.265
3.265

Figure 6-2-3b: Top 20 Industries of VC#29-Information Services
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Figure 6-2-3c: VC#29-Information Services Top 20 Industries Present (reduced scale)
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The large number of contributing industries in industries such as this increases the
complexity of the analytical task. Yet Information Services represents a critical segment
of any modern economy, and services in general are cited as good targets for import
substitution (McLean and Voytech 1995).
Employment associated with this cluster in 2005 was 22,061 and the average LQ
for all 120 industries that make up the cluster as a whole was 0.57. The top 20 industries
are shown in Figure 6-2-3a. Leakage analysis of these top 20 industries indicates that an
additional 5,068 jobs are theoretically needed to meet local demand in these sectors
alone.
The two supporting industries with the largest employment are NAICS 518210
Data Processing Services and NAICS 513310 Wired Telecommunications Carriers.
Interestingly, these are two industries that have experienced significant consolidation in
recent years. Data Processing includes many internet-related services, including “web
hosting, streaming services or application hosting… application service provisioning”
(U.S. Census) in which telecommunications companies are now service providers.
In terms of specialization, Data Processing is again an industry of interest. With
an LQ of 1.15, it is second only to NAICS 811211 Consumer Electronics Repair and
Maintenance (LQ=3.68). Meanwhile, the cluster’s largest employment industry, Wired
Telecommunications, is under-represented (LQ=0.65).
The majority of industries, however, are quite under-specialized, with LQs
hovering at or below 0.3. The most under-specialized industries with the highest z-scores
are NAICS 541513 Computer Facilities Management Services (LQ=0.03), NAICS
541519 Other Computer Related Services (LQ=0.07) and NAICS 541512 Custom
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Computer Programming Services (LQ=0.1). With total employment in these three
industries of 167, there may be sufficient capacity to add jobs.
It is significant that several industries that contribute to this cluster are also
members of other clusters—and therefore, efforts to increase employment within them
could benefit other clusters, as well. For example, the seventh through eleventh industries
(beginning with NAICS 811211 Consumer Electronics Repair and Maintenance) are also
the 28th through 31st industries of VC#17-Computers and Electronic Equipment.
We can take from this the idea that these four industries are more important to the
Information Services cluster than the Computers and Electronics cluster because of their
higher position in the z-score rank order. This is owed to the fact that the strength of an
industry’s z-score is different for each cluster that it participates in. For example, the four
industries discussed above have z-scores ranging from 3.38 to 3.84 in the Information
Services cluster, while their z-scores within the Computers and Electronic Equipment
cluster ranged from 2.41 to 2.53. This is useful information that could be addressed in a
subsequent study.
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CHAPTER 7
ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter offers analysis of the findings reported in Chapters 5 and 6, as well
as opportunities for improvements to the methods, conclusions and topics for future
research.

7.1

Analysis of Findings
This section discusses findings of the two methods at the broader levels (three-

digit NAICS and VC cluster levels) as well as the findings from the analysis of six-digit
NAICS industries in the three selected example industries. Initial comparison of the EBT
and cluster findings suggests that the cluster method identified more industries that are
potentially linked to import substitution.
7.1.1

Analysis at the Three-digit NAICS and VC Cluster Levels

The broader level screening offered by the first steps of the two methods yielded
significantly different numbers of candidate industries. Under the EBT method, the 225
six-digit industries (which aggregate to the 18 three-digit candidate industries) had total
employment of 27,870 in 2005. Because of the hierarchical aggregation structure of
NAICS, none of these 225 industries are repeated.
On the cluster side, a total of 674 six-digit NAICS industries are involved.
However, many of these appear in more than one cluster (reporting these repeat industries
and the clusters in which they appear will have to be left to a subsequent study).
Therefore a straightforward comparison to the EBT total is not possible at this level. In
Table 7-1a on the next page, the “6-digit” column reports the number of six-digit NAICS
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industries associated with the respective three-digit NAICS sector or value chain cluster.
Table 7-1-1a: Six-digit NAICS Industries Involved in
Candidate Import Substitution Industries and Mature/Emerging Clusters
Economic Base Method
NAICS
212
236
312
314
315
321
327
334
337
442
492
517
522
523
531
532
551
711

Description
Mining (except oil & gas)
Construction of buildings
Beverage & tobacco prod mfg
Textile product mills
Apparel manufacturing
Wood product mfg
Nonmetallic mineral prod mfg
Computer & electr. prod mfg
Furniture & related prod mfg
Furniture & home furn. stores
Couriers & messengers
Telecommunications
Credit intermed. & related
Security, commodity
Real estate
Rental & leasing services
Management of companies
Performing arts, spectator

Cluster Method
6-digit
22
6
9
8
24
14
24
30
13
4
2
7
14
10
9
15
3
11

VC#
1
3
6
8
11
12
15
17
18
20
21
25
29
31
33
34
39

Description
Textiles & apparel
Plastics & rubber mfg
Mining
Construction
Machine tools
Precision instruments
Dairy products
Computer and electr. equip
Wood products & furniture
Wood processing
Paper
Plastics products
Information services
Business services
Rubber products
Glass products
Optical equip & instr.

6-digit
48
25
26
33
34
16
10
31
14
19
24
18
120
200
20
18
18

225

674

Cursory inspection of the industries that make up the mature and emerging
clusters does suggest that more than 225 distinct six-digit NAICS industries are involved.
This preliminary observation is also supported by the fact that the 674 industries involve
approximately 106,000 jobs—nearly four times the total identified by the EBT method.
However, assessing the quality of these candidates (i.e., the degree to which they exceed
the criteria and may therefore be considered ‘stronger’ or ‘weaker’) would require
additional steps that are not currently part of the methods implemented.
This fact of repeated six-digit industries at the value chain cluster level also
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means that the theoretical leakage employment estimates (to the extent they are helpful at
all) may be calculated for the EBT three-digit candidates, but should only be estimated at
the six-digit level under the cluster method. Because only three mature/emerging clusters
were investigated, a total leakage estimate cannot be calculated by this study.
With regard to industry diversity, the cluster method also seems to involve a
wider range of industries. Figure 7-1b shows that all but three of the 18 candidate
industries identified by EBT have comparable industries on the cluster side. The cluster
side has nine industries that do not appear to have analogous industries on the EBT side.

Figure 7-1-1b: Industry Diversity of EBT Candidates to Mature/Emerging Clusters
Economic Base Method Candidates
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The 17 clusters in the Springfield MSA identified by this study as mature or
emerging share some overlap with three of the key publications on clusters in
Massachusetts that address the study area. The first is Forrant et. al. (2001), who
identifies six major statewide clusters: Knowledge Creation, Health Care, Information
Technology, Financial Services, Other Manufacturing, and Travel and Tourism.
The second is Porter (2003), who identified 23 clusters in the Pioneer Valley in
the Pioneer Valley (see Appendix A-11). Although Porter’s cluster names and
composition are not entirely consistent with the value chain clusters used by this study,
there are key similarities to the mature/ emerging clusters identified by the Feser value
chain clusters that help validate the findings of the mature/emerging identification
analysis performed by this study. (Similar clusters are marked with an asterisk*).
Emerging clusters for the Cluster Mapping Project were: Production Technology,
Plastics*, Aerospace Engines, Communications Equipment, Construction Materials,
Hospitality and Tourism, Analytical Instruments*, Distribution Services, Apparel*,
Medical Devices, and Biopharmaceuticals. Mature clusters were Publishing and
Printing*, and Education and Knowledge Creation.
The third source is a publication of the Massachusetts Technology Collaborative,
2007 Index of the Massachusetts Economy, which focuses on four broadly defined
clusters: Knowledge Creation, Biopharmacueticals and Medical Devices, Financial
Services and Analytical Devices. However, this publication focuses on export promotion
and therefore offers little information relevant to the import substitution inquiry.
(A fourth source of cluster information about the study area is the Pioneer Valley
Planning Commission’s annual Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy
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(CEDS) report prepared for the U.S. Economic Development Administration. However,
PVPC clusters, which apply only to the agency’s service area, Hampden and Hampshire
Counties, are organized in ad hoc fashion and do not use consistent terms. Therefore,
they were not used to help evaluate the mature/emerging clusters of this study.)
Both the EBT and cluster methods appear to have excluded two of the region’s
largest industries, education and medical services, which are examined by most other
recent state-level economic development publications. This is likely a result of study
criteria that intended to focus on identifying underrepresented industries. However, these
are industries for which the Springfield MSA is widely recognized, with the Five College
area in Hampshire County and the Bay State Medical facilities in Hampden County.
A credible economic development program for import substitution would need to at least
acknowledge these major employment centers.
7.1.2 Analysis at the Six-digit NAICS Level
The drilldown analysis performed at the six-digit NAICS level on the EBT
candidate industries in Sections 5.1.1-3 and the ‘missing pieces’ analysis performed on
the mature and emerging clusters in Sections 6.2.1-3 served distinctly different functions.
The EBT drilldown provided some validation that the candidate industries did in fact
contain under-represented industries. However, this exercise revealed only a limited
number of six-digit industries that met the original Persky criteria. For example, in
NAICS 321 Wood products, only one of the 14 six-digit industries present (NAICS
321214 Truss manufacturing) met the criteria. The same was true of NAICS 334
Computer & electronic product manufacturing, where just one of the 30 six-digit
industries in the sector qualified as an import substitution candidate. The drilldown on
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NAICS 522 Credit Intermediation and Related Industries was somewhat more fruitful,
identifying two six-digit sectors that could be considered candidates; however, one of
these sectors, NAICS 522110 Commercial Banking, might have met the growth threshold
because jobs from another sector, NAICS 522120 Savings Institutions, could have simply
been re-classified to Commercial Banking between 2000 and 2005. Further information is
needed before this conclusion can be reached, but if true, this would again leave only one
six-digit sector meeting the Persky criteria for being an import substitution candidate.
Indeed, the location quotient and growth information for the three-digit level
NAICS industries becomes quite uneven at the six-digit level. The three-digit LQs and
growth rates are averages of some industries with LQs that exceed the 0.9 threshold,
while other six-digit industries have LQs of 0.
The six-digit analysis of these EBT candidate industries did provide some insight
on the issue of leakage, if only to help understand the magnitude of employment in a
candidate industry were consistent with the national average. But rather than validate the
EBT candidates at the three-digit level, the drilldown exercise pointed to the need to
conduct the entire evaluation at the six-digit level. The three-digit level is simply too
aggregated to be useful for this import substitution inquiry.
In contrast, the drilldown performed on the selected mature/emerging clusters
were an essential successive step in the method. Simply being a mature or emerging
cluster in and of itself is not sufficient for being an import substitution candidate. In fact,
under more conventional approaches, mature and emerging clusters are generally targets
for export increases. So the application of the Persky criteria to these mature and
emerging clusters intended to reveal the missing pieces of endogenous activity seems not
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to have yielded many candidates.
Initially, the second step of the cluster method fared no better than the EBT
method in identifying candidate industries at the six-digit level. In VC#20-Wood
Products, the method also turned up just one candidate industry, NAICS 321214 Truss
manufacturing—the same two candidate identified by the EBT method drilldown.
Similarly, the initial look at VC#17-Computers and Electronic Equipment found only one
industry that met the Perky criteria. However, when the criteria were relaxed somewhat
by lowering the employment threshold to 50 jobs, reducing the growth threshold and
allowing an LQ of up to 1 (versus 0.9), several other industries became opportunities. In
the case of VC#20-Wood products, NAICS 113310 Logging and NAICS 321113
Sawmills became viable candidates; significantly, Logging is not included in the NAICS
321 Wood product manufacturing sector, and therefore reveals a synergy that is not
evident under the EBT method. Similarly, relaxing the Persky criteria in the drilldown on
VC#17-Computers and Electronic Equipment picked up four additional industries, two of
which are near the top of the cluster.
In both the EBT and cluster methods, the Persky criteria seem inadequate to the
task of identifying all import substitution possibilities at the six-digit level. Rather, the
drilldown analysis revealed gaping holes—industries with no employment or LQs less
than 0.1—that would seem to beg for policy attention. This was especially evident in the
cluster analysis, where the industries with the greatest levels of interindustry participation
(at the top of the cluster) were nearly always underrepresented or absent.
Both the EBT and cluster methods also seem inadequate to addressing six-digit
industries that have no employment in the study area but which appear to be key
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contributors to the vitality of the larger industry group. The EBT method depends on the
structure of NAICS, which groups “like industries;” therefore additional research would
be needed to determine how closely related the six-digit industries are to each other. The
value chain cluster templates already have this sensitivity built in with the z-score
ranking of the member industries. However, the application of the Persky ‘underrepresented and growing’ criteria to the industries of the mature and emerging clusters
yielded few candidates. Rather, it was the absence of employment among industries with
the strongest trading relationships that seemed to point to more useful missing pieces, and
therefore import substitution target industries.

7.2

Opportunities to Improve Methods
The analysis provided in Section 7.1 suggests that a better understanding of the

trading relationships among industries in the region would help improve the findings. In
particular, the identification of ‘upstream’ purchases by industries would help planners
understand how to connect buyers with suppliers. In this respect, the cluster method
already has the beginnings of a mechanism built in (the rank ordering of cluster member
industries based on I/O z-scores); such a method could also be created for the three-digit
NAICS categories using the I/O coefficients of six-digit industries that fall beneath them.
The literature has cited the service sector as a potentially rich source of import
substitution opportunities. Whereas manufacturing and production are generally exportoriented, many portions of the service sector tend to be oriented to local sales (though this
is changing with the internet and other new communications technologies). Therefore,
underrepresented local service sectors may present viable intraregional development
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opportunities; and if these sectors develop strong local customer bases, they may be able
to begin exporting as well (McLean and Voytek 1995).
The cluster method identifies a much larger number of service-oriented industries
as mature/emerging. Drilldown analysis of VC#29-Information Services (top 20 only)
suggests numerous opportunities in computer and software related industries from
divergent NAICS categories. In addition, VC#31 Business Services involves some 200
industries and employment topping 40,000. In contrast, the EBT method identified seven
service-oriented three-digit sectors with total employment of 17,323. While further
analysis is needed, the preliminary screening provided by these two methods suggests
that the cluster approach offers a wider range of opportunities.
However, the EBT method may be better suited to smaller regions such as the
Springfield MSA, especially in future research that may attempt to use regional
multipliers and input-output analysis to estimate financial impacts of import substitution
polices or investment in one or more of the candidate industries identified. Weiss and
Gooding (1968) state: “The limitations of the economic-base type regional employment
multiplier are least severe when dealing with small regions. The importance of exports to
an economy is an inverse function of its size, and economic base analysis is strongest
when applied to small regions with market dependence on specialized export activity. If
the limitations of economic base multipliers are borne in mind and multiplier results are
interpreted in the light of local characteristics, multiplier estimates can be a useful tool
for planners interested in the local employment impacts of changes in export activity.”
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7.3

Topics for Further Study
This initial exploration of import substitution prompts many suggestions for

further study. If this and subsequent research are to be of value to planners and policy
makers, then the following areas may help generate new information that will support
more powerful arguments to advance import substitution initiatives:
•

Perform input-output analysis to generate financial impact information, similar to
that generated by Shuman and Swenson, which could assist in illustrating the
range of opportunities and how to go about targeting economic policies and
investment where they would have the greatest impact.

•

Offer additional consideration of the contemporary policy environment to provide
qualitative information on what other regions or municipalities are doing about
the issue (i.e., Town of Amherst municipal local purchase plan).

•

Add criteria to improve sensitivity to energy dependent industries that will be
most sensitive to energy price changes and carbon emissions capping.

•

Incorporate sole proprietors in analysis and policy planning.

•

Re-examine Jacobs, Glaeser and others regarding region size to determine optimal
number of regions and sizes to which a broader method could be applied.

•

Use a ‘super region’ reference area (i.e., New England) to improve regional
context, as Perksy et al. did.

•

Use the minimum requirements method to estimate LQs.

•

Re-incorporate the aspects of cluster theory that have been lost, including
proximity and knowledge spillover.
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7.4

Conclusions
This study has offered two methods that may help planners filter economic data

and begin exploring import substitution opportunities in regional economies. The study
has demonstrated that import substitution, in theory and in the limited practice that it has
enjoyed, integrates aspects of economic base theory, such as the concern with leakage
and increasing industry multipliers, with those of industry cluster analysis, especially its
emphasis on local interindustry trade relationships and networks.
Under either method offered, planners can benefit from seeking the missing
pieces of one or more candidate industries, whether those pieces are smaller industries
that make up part of a larger hierarchical chain under the economic base approach.
However, this study demonstrated that a cluster-based method that first identifies
mature and emerging clusters and then seeks out the underrepresented industries within
those clusters may be more effective with respect to the diversity of candidate industries,
the amount of potential employment leakage involved, and the total employment. The
Feser value chain cluster templates provide an easy-to-use starting point from which the
method can proceed and provides the added value of the rank ordering of industries
within the cluster on the basis of their economic participation with other industries.
Therefore, while both methods offered here carry advantages in exploring import
substitution regionally, the cluster method has greater potential to offer a richer, more
diverse and larger number of industries that are candidates for economic development
policy and investment focusing on import substitution. As ‘top-down’ screening tools, the
methods can be a value to planners in focusing subsequent ‘bottom-up’ industry research
to develop import substitution programs and policies for economic development.
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APPENDIX A-1

SUPPRESSED EMPLOYMENT ESTIMATION METHOD
From U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
<http://socds.huduser.org/CBPSE/note.htm>
The Census Bureau is bound by law not to release any statistical information that may
reveal information about individual persons or business establishments. Thus, the original
1998-present NAICS data included missing data suppressed under confidentiality rules.
In place of actual data, the Census Bureau supplies codes indicating the range in which
falls the number of jobs in that industry category. In order to provide more accurate SICbased estimates, HUD had to create estimates of the missing NAICS jobs and payroll
data.
Missing jobs data were estimated first. […] The sum of two digit NAICS jobs equal total
jobs within each MSA and each central city.
1. The sum of three-digit NAICS jobs equal the corresponding two-digit NAICS
jobs within each MSA and each central city.
2. The central city industry jobs do not exceed the MSA industry jobs.
3. The estimates fall within their corresponding suppression code ranges:


A -- less than 20 employees



B -- 20 to 99 employees



C -- 100 to 249 employees



E -- 250 to 499 employees



F -- 500 to 999 employees



G -- 1,000 to 2,499 employees



H -- 2,500 to 4,999 employees



I -- 5,000 to 9,999 employees



J -- 10,000 to 24,999 employees



K -- 25,000 to 49,999 employees



L -- 50,000 to 99,999 employees



M -- 100,000 or more employees
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APPENDIX A-2
LOCATION QUOTIENT ASSUMPTION METHOD CALCULATION AND
REGIONAL ECONOMIC MULTIPLIER
NAICS

11
21
22
23
31
42
44-45
48
51
52
53
54
55
56
61
62
71
72
81

DESCRIPTION
Total
Forestry, fishing, hunting,
agriculture support
Mining
Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Transportation & warehousing
Information
Finance & insurance
Real estate & rental & leasing
Professional, scientific &
technical services
Management of companies &
enterprises
Admin, support, waste mgt,
remediation services
Educational services
Health care and social assistance
Arts, entertainment & recreation
Accommodation & food services
Other services (except public
administration)

EMP_US05
116,317,003
168,744

EMP_SPG
_2005
332,396
219

497,272
633,106
6,781,327
13,667,337
5,968,929
15,338,672
4,168,016
3,402,599
6,431,837
2,144,077
7,689,366

Basic

Non-basic

278,185
219

53,846
0

139
2,717
10,901
62,808
16,762
41,416
9,286
18,435
17,737
3,800
12,274

139
1,872
10,901
47,077
16,762
41,416
9,286
10,133
17,737
3,800
12,274

0
845
0
15,731
0
0
0
8,302
0
0
0

2,856,418

4,042

4,042

0

9,280,282

14,205

14,205

0

2,879,374
16,025,147
1,936,484
11,025,909
5,390,954

19,900
53,919
7,680
23,053
12,738

7,237
40,318
4,977
23,053
12,738

12,663
13,601
2,703
0
0
Multiplier:
1.194
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APPENDIX A-3
SPRINGFIELD MSA 2005 BASIC/NONBASIC EMPLOYMENT COMPOSITION
Jobs
0
11-Forestry, fishing, hunting, agriculture
support
21-Mining

22-Utilities

10,000

20,000

30,000

60,000

Non-Basic
Basic

139
845

1,872
10,901
47,077

15,731

31-Manufacturing

16,762

42-Wholesale trade

41,416

44-45-Retail trade

48-Transportation & warehousing

9,286

51-Information

8,302

10,133
17,737

52-Finance & insurance

3,800

53-Real estate & rental & leasing
54-Professional, scientific & technical
services

12,274

55-Management of companies &
enterprises

4,042

56-Admin, support, waste mgt,
remediation services

14,205
12,663

61-Educational services

7,237
40,318

13,601

62-Health care and social assistance

2,703

4,977
23,053

72-Accommodation & food services
81-Other services (except public
administration)

50,000

219

23-Construction

71-Arts, entertainment & recreation

40,000

12,738

Source: U.S. Census County Business Patterns
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APPENDIX A-4
SPRINGFIELD MSA TWO-DIGIT INDUSTRY LQS FOR 2000 AND 2005
SPG MSA 2000 and 2005 Location Quotients
for 2-Digit NAICS Industries
0.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

2005 LQ

11-Forestry, fishing, hunting,
agriculture support

2000 LQ
% Change 2000 to 2005

21-Mining

22-Utilities

23-Construction

31-Manufacturing

42-Wholesale trade

44-45-Retail trade

48-Transportation & warehousing

51-Information

52-Finance & insurance

53-Real estate & rental & leasing
54-Professional, scientific & technical
services
55-Management of companies &
enterprises
56-Admin, support, waste mgt,
remediation services
61-Educational services

62-Health care and social assistance

71-Arts, entertainment & recreation

72-Accommodation & food services
81-Other services (except public
administration)
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3.00

APPENDIX A-5
SPRINGFIELD MSA 2005 LOCATION QUOTIENT BASIC AND NONBASIC EMPLOYMENT ESTIMATES
(Assumption method, unadjusted using 2005 U.S. Census CBP with suppressed employment estimated)
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NAICS
113
114
115
211
212
213
221
236
238
311
312
313
314
315
316
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
331
332
333
334
335
336

Description
Forestry and logging
Fishing, hunting & trapping
Agriculture & forestry support activities
Oil & gas extraction
Mining (except oil & gas)
Mining support activities
Utilities
Construction of Buildings
Specialty Trade Contractors
Food mfg
Beverage & tobacco product mfg
Textile mills
Textile product mills
Apparel manufacturing
Leather & allied product mfg
Wood product mfg
Paper mfg
Printing & related support activities
Petroleum & coal products mfg
Chemical mfg
Plastics & rubber products mfg
Nonmetallic mineral product mfg
Primary metal mfg
Fabricated metal product mfg
Machinery mfg
Computer & electronic product mfg
Electrical equip, appliance & component mfg
Transportation equipment mfg

EMP_US2005
69,541
7,202
92,001
85,562
196,940
214,770
633,106
1,613,063
4,260,042
1,469,730
154,233
208,968
163,675
243,416
40,551
555,942
453,966
657,759
101,505
810,368
902,109
469,151
450,811
1,519,845
1,107,285
1,058,992
426,822
1,636,111

EMP_SPG_2005
97
0
63
0
161
30
2,717
3,003
6,432
4,077
206
902
377
258
22
1,368
6,072
2,488
92
1,754
7,430
606
991
13,778
6,178
2,557
2,124
171

LQ_SPG_2005
0.49
0.00
0.24
0.00
0.29
0.05
1.50
0.65
0.53
0.97
0.47
1.51
0.81
0.37
0.19
0.86
4.68
1.32
0.32
0.76
2.88
0.45
0.77
3.17
1.95
0.84
1.74
0.04

Basic
97
0
63
0
161
30
1,872
3,003
6,432
4,077
206
970
377
258
22
1,368
1,583
2,324
92
1,754
3,019
606
991
5,118
3,938
2,557
1,684
171

NonBasic
0
0
0
0
0
0
845
0
0
0
0
68
0
0
0
0
4,489
164
0
0
4,411
0
0
8,660
2,240
0
440
0
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337
339
423
424
425
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
451
452
453
454
481
483
484
485
486
487
488
492
493
511
512
515
516
517
518
519
521

Furniture & related product mfg
Miscellaneous mfg
Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods
Merchant Wholesalers, Nondurable Goods
Wholesale Electronic Markets, Agents, Brokers
Motor vehicle & parts dealers
Furniture & home furnishing stores
Electronics & appliance stores
Bldg material & garden equip & supp dealers
Food & beverage stores
Health & personal care stores
Gasoline stations
Clothing & clothing accessories stores
Sporting goods, hobby, book & music stores
General merchandise stores
Miscellaneous store retailers
Nonstore retailers
Air Transportation
Water transportation
Truck transportation
Transit & ground passenger transportation
Pipeline transportation
Scenic & sightseeing transportation
Transportation support activities
Couriers & messengers
Warehousing & storage
Publishing industries
Motion picture & sound recording industries
Broadcasting (except Internet)
Internet Publishing and Broadcasting
Telecommunications
Internet Serv.Providers, Web Portals, Data Processing
Other Information Services
Monetary authorities - central bank

547,859
688,239
3,365,466
2,289,266
314,197
1,947,916
575,629
469,248
1,262,662
2,937,918
1,037,354
908,818
1,555,928
631,095
2,670,710
819,903
521,491
486,355
65,483
1,478,299
406,709
38,053
24,156
543,666
547,255
578,040
1,032,273
314,396
287,038
36,145
1,226,536
452,159
54,052
19,936

1,334
7,280
6,125
9,983
271
5,319
1,464
1,399
2,836
9,582
3,025
1,843
3,867
1,663
6,928
1,781
1,708
15
0
2,406
2,966
16
110
646
1,074
1,069
3,438
668
1,146
32
2,899
1,297
95
0

0.85
3.70
0.64
1.53
0.30
0.96
0.89
1.04
0.79
1.14
1.02
0.71
0.87
0.92
0.91
0.76
1.15
0.01
0.00
0.57
2.55
0.15
1.59
0.42
0.69
0.65
1.17
0.74
1.40
0.31
0.83
1.00
0.62
0.00

1,334
2,092
6,125
7,108
271
5,319
1,464
1,164
2,836
8,586
2,612
1,843
3,867
1,663
6,928
1,781
1,619
15
0
2,406
1,106
16
67
646
1,074
1,069
3,088
668
837
32
2,899
1,383
95
0

0
5,188
0
2,875
0
0
0
235
0
996
413
0
0
0
0
0
89
0
0
0
1,860
0
43
0
0
0
350
0
309
0
0
-86
0
0
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522
523
524
525
531
532
541
551
561
562
611
621
622
623
624
711
712
713
721
722
811
812
813

Credit intermediation & related activities
Security, commodity contracts & like activity
Insurance carriers & related activities
Funds, trusts, other financial vehicles (partial)
Real estate
Rental & leasing services
Professional, scientific & technical services
Management of companies & enterprises
Administrative & support services
Waste management & remediation services
Educational services
Ambulatory health care services
Hospitals
Nursing & residential care facilities
Social assistance
Performing arts, spectator sports, & related industries
Museums, historical sites & like institutions
Amusement, gambling & recreation industries
Accommodation
Food services & drinking places
Repair & maintenance
Personal & laundry services
Religious, grantmaking, civic, prof & like
organizations
TOTALS

3,201,715
860,384
2,323,045
26,757
1,480,040
634,901
7,689,366
2,856,418
8,946,939
333,343
2,879,374
5,422,574
5,321,600
2,959,571
2,321,402
412,146
120,908
1,403,430
1,854,499
9,171,410
1,294,783
1,337,443
2,758,728

4,923
1,249
10,186
6
2,066
1,070
12,274
4,042
13,288
917
19,900
15,304
17,485
12,931
7,925
745
515
6,079
2,670
20,970
3,801
4,092
5,737

115,348,492

316,414

0.54
0.51
1.53
0.08
0.49
0.59
0.56
0.50
0.52
0.96
2.42
0.99
1.15
1.53
1.19
0.63
1.49
1.52
0.50
0.80
1.03
1.07
0.73

4,923
1,249
6,545
6
2,066
1,070
12,274
4,042
13,288
917
7,237
15,304
14,330
7,407
5,532
745
315
3,656
2,670
20,970
3,813
3,696
5,737

0
0
3,641
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12,663
0
3,155
5,524
2,393
0
200
2,423
0
0
-12
396
0

252,577
74.7%
Regional Base Multiplier:

63,837
25.3%
1.253

Source: U.S. Census County Business Patterns

APPENDIX A-6
SPRINGFIELD MSA IMPORT SUBSTITUTION CANDIDATES IDENTIFIED BY LOCATION QUOTIENT METHOD
NAICS
DESCRIPTION
(2002)
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113
114
115
212
213
221
236
237
238
311
312
313
314
315
316
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
331
332
333
334

Forestry and logging
Fishing, hunting & trapping
Agriculture & forestry support activities
Mining (except oil & gas)
Mining support activities
Utilities
Construction of Buildings
Heavy and Civil Engineering Construction
Specialty Trade Contractors
Food mfg
Beverage & tobacco product mfg
Textile mills
Textile product mills
Apparel manufacturing
Leather & allied product mfg
Wood product mfg
Paper mfg
Printing & related support activities
Petroleum & coal products mfg
Chemical mfg
Plastics & rubber products mfg
Nonmetallic mineral product mfg
Primary metal mfg
Fabricated metal product mfg
Machinery mfg
Computer & electronic product mfg

2005
EMP LQ
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.147
0.000
0.946
0.365
0.270
0.604
0.719
0.000
0.777
0.353
0.196
0.000
0.593
3.240
1.437
0.000
0.338
1.821
0.333
0.000
2.210
1.232
0.573

2005 TOTAL
EMP
0
0
0
63
0
1,306
1,283
535
5,612
2,304
0
354
126
104
0
719
3,208
2,061
0
598
3,583
341
0
7,325
2,976
1,323

Δ EMP LQ
LQ Δ 2000
EMP
2000 EMP
2000 to
to 2005
LQ < .9?
>1,000?*
2005
> +.03?
YES
YES
-1.000
YES
YES
YES
0.064
YES
-0.379
YES
-0.602
YES
-0.122
YES
-0.157
YES
YES
0.151
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
-0.157
-0.260
YES
-0.350
YES
-0.074
3.880
YES
YES
-1.000
YES
0.006
-0.140
YES

2000 EMP
>100?

YES

YES
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335
336
337
339
423
424
425
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
451
452
453
454
481
483
484
485
486
487
488
492
493
511
512
515
516
517

Electrical equip, appliance & component mfg
Transportation equipment mfg
Furniture & related product mfg
Miscellaneous mfg
Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods
Merchant Wholesalers, Nondurable Goods
Wholesale Electronic Markets, Agents, Brokers
Motor vehicle & parts dealers
Furniture & home furnishing stores
Electronics & appliance stores
Bldg material & garden equip & supp dealers
Food & beverage stores
Health & personal care stores
Gasoline stations
Clothing & clothing accessories stores
Sporting goods, hobby, book & music stores
General merchandise stores
Miscellaneous store retailers
Nonstore retailers
Air Transportation
Water transportation
Truck transportation
Transit & ground passenger transportation
Pipeline transportation
Scenic & sightseeing transportation
Transportation support activities
Couriers & messengers
Warehousing & storage
Publishing industries
Motion picture & sound recording industries
Broadcasting (except Internet)
Internet Publishing and Broadcasting
Telecommunications

0.951
0.000
0.626
3.157
0.632
1.096
0.333
1.072
0.736
1.104
0.922
1.446
1.287
0.930
0.978
0.998
0.811
0.903
1.160
0.000
0.000
0.627
2.531
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.397
0.375
1.154
0.465
0.783
0.000
0.429

885
0
748
4,739
4,641
5,474
228
4,556
924
1,130
2,538
9,267
2,911
1,843
3,318
1,374
4,723
1,614
1,319
0
0
2,020
2,245
0
0
0
474
473
2,599
319
490
0
1,148

1.019
-1.000
2.152
0.324
-0.016
0.058

YES
YES
YES

YES
YES

YES

YES
YES
YES

0.051
-0.094
0.071
-0.016
-0.144
0.206
-0.152
-0.032
-0.173
-0.169
-0.040
0.185

-0.295
-0.126

-1.000
-0.410
0.018
-0.317
0.365

YES
YES
YES

YES

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES

YES
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518
519
521
522
523
524
525
531
532
541
551
561
611
622
623
624
711
712
713
721
722
811
812
813

Internet Providers, Web Portals, Data Processing
Other Information Services
Monetary authorities - central bank
Credit intermediation & related activities
Security, commodity contracts & like activity
Insurance carriers & related activities
Funds, trusts, & other financial vehicles
Real estate
Rental & leasing services
Professional, scientific & technical services
Management of companies & enterprises
Administrative & support services
Educational services
Hospitals
Nursing & residential care facilities
Social assistance
Performing arts, spectator sports, & related
Museums, historical sites & like institutions
Amusement, gambling & recreation industries
Accommodation
Food services & drinking places
Repair & maintenance
Personal & laundry services
Religious, grantmaking, civic, prof & like orgs

0.246
0.517
0.000
0.564
0.039
1.429
0.000
0.470
0.506
0.604
0.530
0.513
3.001
1.150
1.694
1.418
0.324
0.637
1.002
0.366
0.991
1.033
0.997
0.904

243
61
0
3,939
74
7,242
0
1,516
701
10,124
3,301
10,010
18,846
13,343
10,935
7,180
291
168
3,067
1,479
19,815
2,916
2,909
5,442

3.391
0.190
3.305
0.348
-0.171
-0.040
3.530
0.082
0.067
-0.057
0.050
0.061
-0.062
-0.156
-0.382
-0.572
0.327
-0.126
-0.041
0.072
-0.009
0.045

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
YES

YES
YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
Source: U.S. Census County Business Patterns

*Original employment threshold criteria per Perskey (1993) was 1,000 jobs; this was modified to 100 jobs for the Springfield MSA study region.

APPENDIX A-7
VALUE CHAIN EMPLOYMENT TOTALS IN SPRINGFIELD MSA 2005
Employment 2005
0

10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 60,000 70,000 80,000

1. Textiles & apparel
2. Packaged food products
3. Plastics & rubber manufacturing
4. Aluminum & aluminum products
5. Basic health services
6. Mining
7. Farming
8. Construction
9. Financial services & insurance
10. Chemical-based products
11. Machine tools
12. Precision instruments
13. Printing & publishing
14. Metalworking & fabricated metal products
15. Dairy products
16. Nondurable industry machinery
17. Computer and electronic equipment
18. Woodproducts & furniture
19. Construction machinery & distribution eqmt
20. Wood processing
21. Paper
22. Concrete, brick building products
23. Motor vehicles
24. Wood building products
25. Plastics products
26. Feed products
27. Arts and media
28. Management, higher education, hospitals
29. Information services
30. Petroleum and gas
31. Business services
32. Grain milling
33. Rubber products
34. Glass products
35. Pharmaceuticals
36. Steel milling
37. Nonresidential building products
38. Tobacco
39. Optical equipment and instruments
40. Appliances
41. Copper and copper products
42. Hotels and transportation services
43. Aerospace
44. Breweries and distilleries
45. Leather products
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APPENDIX A-8
VALUE CHAIN CLUSTER EMPLOYMENT AS PERCENTAGE OF
REGIONAL/NATIONAL TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 2005
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1. Textiles & apparel
2. Packaged food products
3. Plastics & rubber manufacturing
4. Aluminum & aluminum products
5. Basic health services
6. Mining
7. Farming
8. Construction
9. Financial services & insurance
10. Chemical-based products
11. Machine tools
12. Precision instruments
13. Printing & publishing
14. Metalworking & fabricated metal products
15. Dairy products
16. Nondurable industry machinery

Springfield MSA

17. Computer and electronic equipment

U.S.

18. Woodproducts & furniture
19. Construction machinery & distribution eqmt
20. Wood processing
21. Paper
22. Concrete, brick building products
23. Motor vehicles
24. Wood building products
25. Plastics products
26. Feed products
27. Arts and media
28. Management, higher education, hospitals
29. Information services
30. Petroleum and gas
31. Business services
32. Grain milling
33. Rubber products
34. Glass products
35. Pharmaceuticals
36. Steel milling
37. Nonresidential building products
38. Tobacco
39. Optical equipment and instruments
40. Appliances
41. Copper and copper products
42. Hotels and transportation services
43. Aerospace
44. Breweries and distilleries
45. Leather products
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30%

APPENDIX A-9
SPRINGFIELD MSA VALUE CHAIN CLUSTERS DATA
EMP Growth 2000 to 2005
ID# Cluster Description
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Textiles & apparel
Packaged food products
Plastics & rubber manufacturing
Aluminum & aluminum products
Basic health services
Mining
Farming
Construction*
Financial services & insurance
Chemical-based products
Machine tools
Precision instruments
Printing & publishing
Metalworking & fabricated metal products
Dairy products
Nondurable industry machinery
Computer and electronic equipment
Woodproducts & furniture
Construction machinery & distribution equipment
Wood processing
Paper
Concrete, brick building products
Motor vehicles
Wood building products
Plastics products
Feed products
Arts and media*

SPG EMP
2005
1,253
1,707
2,148
653
40,840
128
30
8,984
23,537
553
7,261
1,333
5,212
1,362
1,261
2,250
2,092
806
1,433
1,231
5,233
1,096
136
1,218
4,712
102
26,680

SPG
-50.20%
5.04%
3.07%
-127.72%
28.06%
27.34%
30.00%
0.00%
0.15%
-51.54%
-30.34%
-17.70%
-17.08%
-114.83%
15.46%
-34.76%
-18.55%
-0.12%
-30.50%
19.98%
-42.00%
-4.93%
-76.47%
-11.74%
-14.05%
-160.78%
10.67%

U.S.
-63.47%
0.20%
-16.83%
-25.58%
31.62%
5.70%
-53.57%
98.66%
5.66%
-22.20%
-22.54%
-29.20%
9.03%
-17.00%
-5.29%
-22.90%
-44.33%
-14.34%
-22.05%
-7.80%
-22.09%
0.19%
-15.12%
-3.78%
-14.80%
-6.19%
57.33%

Regional Specialization
SPG LQ
LQ Δ 2000 % LQ Δ 2000
2005
to 2005
to 2005
0.58
0.02
2.62%
0.46
0.00
-0.85%
1.25
0.15
12.07%
0.36
-0.33
-92.18%
0.59
-0.07
-11.50%
0.13
0.02
18.34%
1.07
0.56
51.69%
0.46
1.00
0.00%
0.47
-0.06
-12.17%
0.43
-0.14
-31.42%
2.31
-0.29
-12.73%
1.36
0.05
3.45%
0.63
-0.23
-36.40%
0.71
-0.67
-94.59%
1.83
0.27
14.91%
0.49
-0.08
-16.20%
0.62
0.08
12.95%
0.45
0.03
7.20%
0.86
-0.11
-13.32%
0.52
0.11
21.33%
3.66
-0.85
-23.27%
0.48
-0.05
-11.42%
0.04
-0.03
-62.46%
0.48
-0.07
-14.11%
1.86
-0.10
-5.29%
0.12
-0.19
-160.27%
0.77
-0.94
-121.87%
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28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Mngmt, higher education, hospitals*
Information services
Petroleum and gas
Business services
Grain milling
Rubber products
Glass products
Pharmaceuticals
Steel milling
Nonresidential building products
Tobacco
Optical equipment and instruments
Appliances
Copper and copper products
Hotels and transportation services
Aerospace
Breweries and distilleries
Leather products

71,840
22,061
2,271
40,405
0
2,458
870
182
138
3,377
0
3,812
1,119
1,046
30,884
416
236
306

4.78%
67.25%
-7.40%
37.28%
0.00%
3.66%
1.61%
1.10%
-95.65%
-15.84%
0.00%
13.59%
-18.41%
-29.54%
6.89%
48.08%
-36.86%
-23.86%

25.72%
56.36%
-0.15%
27.01%
-22.51%
-17.61%
-22.74%
-2.49%
-32.44%
-1.88%
-37.04%
-12.35%
-9.03%
-29.11%
13.37%
-30.85%
-11.00%
-53.03%

0.76
0.57
0.57
0.52
0.00
1.63
0.93
0.14
0.25
0.52
0.00
3.24
0.40
1.76
0.47
0.31
0.28
0.76

-0.27
0.12
-0.08
0.05
0.00
0.22
0.14
0.00
-0.14
-0.11
0.00
0.60
-0.06
-0.11
-0.07
0.18
-0.08
0.11

-35.86%
20.45%
-13.65%
8.92%
0.00%
13.19%
15.04%
-2.27%
-56.57%
-20.51%
0.00%
18.48%
-15.10%
-6.34%
-13.91%
57.94%
-30.68%
14.22%

Source: U.S. Census County Business Patterns 2000 and 2005
Value Chain Cluster definitions conform to Feser “Benchmark Value Chain Clusters” revised March 15, 2007
*Portions of cluster including NAICS 4- and 5-digit subcategories under sectors 423, 424 and 425 were available only at the 3-digit industry level for 2000.

APPENDIX A-10
INDUSTRY CLUSTER METHOD IMPORT SUBSTITUTION CANDIDATES IDENTIFICATION
Candidate clusters have at least 100 employees and either an LQ greater than 1.25 or positive growth (LQ>0) or both.
Import Substitution Criteria
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CLID

Cluster Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Textiles & apparel
Packaged food products
Plastics & rubber manufacturing
Aluminum & aluminum products
Basic health services
Mining
Farming
Construction
Financial services & insurance
Chemical-based products
Machine tools
Precision instruments
Printing & publishing
Metalworking & fabricated metal products
Dairy products
Nondurable industry machinery
Computer and electronic equipment
Woodproducts & furniture
Construction machinery & distribution eqmt
Wood processing
Paper
Concrete, brick building products

EMP
2005
1,253
1,707
2,148
653
40,840
128
30
8,984
23,537
553
7,261
1,333
5,212
1,362
1,261
2,250
2,092
806
1,433
1,231
5,233
1,096

LQ
2005
0.58
0.46
1.25
0.36
0.59
0.13
0.45
0.46
0.47
0.43
2.31
1.36
0.63
0.71
1.83
0.49
0.62
0.45
0.86
0.52
3.66
0.48

LQ Δ 2000 to
2005
0.02
0.00
0.15
-0.33
-0.07
0.02
-0.07
1.00
-0.06
-0.14
-0.29
0.05
-0.23
-0.67
0.27
-0.08
0.08
0.03
-0.11
0.11
-0.85
-0.05

LQ
>1.25?

LQ Δ >0?
YES

YES

YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES

YES

YES
YES
YES
YES

YES

EMP 2005
Candidate?
>100
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES

YES
YES

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
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23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Motor vehicles
Wood building products
Plastics products
Feed products
Arts and media
Management, higher education, hospitals
Information services
Petroleum and gas
Business services
Grain milling
Rubber products
Glass products
Pharmaceuticals
Steel milling
Nonresidential building products
Tobacco
Optical equipment and instruments
Appliances
Copper and copper products
Hotels and transportation services
Aerospace
Breweries and distilleries
Leather products

136
1,218
4,712
102
26,680
71,840
22,061
2,271
40,405
0
2,458
870
182
138
3,377
0
3,812
1,119
1,046
30,884
416
236
306

0.04
0.48
1.86
0.12
0.77
0.76
0.57
0.57
0.52
0.00
1.63
0.93
0.14
0.25
0.52
0.00
3.24
0.40
1.76
0.47
0.31
0.28
0.76

-0.03
-0.07
-0.10
-0.19
-0.94
-0.27
0.11
-0.08
0.05
0.00
0.22
0.14
0.00
-0.14
-0.11
0.00
0.60
-0.06
-0.11
-0.07
0.18
-0.08
0.11

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES

YES
YES

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES

YES
YES
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